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Abstract. We construct a homotopy theoretic setup for homology decompositions
of classifying spaces of p-compact groups. This setup is then used to obtain a sub-
group decomposition for p-compact groups which generalizes the subgroup decompo-
sition with respect to p-stubborn subgroups for a compact Lie group constructed by
Jackowski, McClure and Oliver.

Homology decompositions are among the most useful tools in the study of the ho-
motopy theory of classifying spaces. Roughly speaking, a homology decomposition for
a space X, with respect to some homology theory h�, is a recipe for gluing together
spaces, desirably of a simpler homotopy type, such that the resulting space maps into
X by a map which induces an h�-isomorphism.

When constructing a homology decomposition for a classifying space of a group G, it
is natural to do so using classifying spaces of subgroups of G. For compact Lie groups
two types of mod-p homology decompositions are known: the centralizer decomposition
with respect to elementary abelian p-subgroups, due to Jackowski and McClure [JM],
and the subgroup decomposition with respect to certain families of p-toral subgroups,
due to Jackowski, McClure and Oliver [JMO].

A p-compact group is an Fp-�nite loop space X (i.e., a loop space whose mod-p ho-
mology is �nite), whose classifying space BX is p-complete in the sense of [BK]. These
objects, de�ned by Dwyer and Wilkerson [DW1], and extensively studied by them and
others, are a far reaching homotopy theoretic generalization of compact Lie groups
and their classifying spaces. Dwyer and Wilkerson also introduced in [DW2] a cen-
tralizer decomposition with respect to elementary abelian p-subgroups for p-compact
groups, which generalizes the corresponding decomposition for compact Lie groups.
The aim of this paper is to construct a subgroup decomposition for p-compact groups,
analogous to the subgroup decomposition for compact Lie groups introduced by Jack-
owski, McClure and Oliver in [JMO]. We will in fact show that in the right setup, the
Dwyer-Wilkerson theorem about existence of a centralizer decomposition for p-compact
groups, with respect to their elementary abelian p-subgroups, implies the existence of
subgroup decompositions with respect to certain other families of subgroups. Interest-
ingly, as we will show, the opposite implication holds as well. More detail will be given
shortly.

We start by explaining some of the concepts involved. A homomorphism between p-
compact groups is a pointed map � : BY �!BX. A subgroup of a p-compact group X
is a pair (Y; �) where Y is a p-compact group and � : BY �!BX is a monomorphism,
namely, a pointed map whose homotopy �bre is Fp-�nite. The phrase \(Y; �) is a
subgroup of X" will frequently be abbreviated by Y �� X. [I 1] A p-compact torus
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is a topological group of type K(A; 1), where A is isomorphic to a �nite product of
copies of the p-adic integers, i.e. the p-completion of an ordinary torus. A p-compact
toral group is a group containing a p-compact torus as a normal subgroup with p-
power index. Every p-compact group admits a distinguished family of p-compact toral
subgroups (S; �), which are maximal in the sense that if (P; �) is any other p-compact
toral subgroup of X, then there exists a map f : BP ! BS, such that � � f ' �.
Any such subgroup will be called a Sylow subgroup of X (see De�nition A.7 and the
following discussion).

For any p-compact groupX, we consider two categories: the orbit categoryO(X) and
the fusion category F(X). The objects in both categories are given by all subgroups
(Y; �) of X. A morphism (Y; �) ! (Y 0; �0) in O(X) is a homotopy class of [I 2]
maps h : BY ! BY 0 such that �0 � h ' �, whereas in F(X) such a morphism is a
pointed homotopy class of a homomorphism f : BY ! BY 0 such that �0 � f is freely
homotopic to �.

For any p-compact group X, we consider certain full subcategories of O(X) and
F(X), where the objects are restricted to particular collections of subgroups, de�ned
by certain properties:

� A subgroup Y �� X is said to be centric if the homotopy �bre of the natural
map

�# : Map(BY;BY )id ! Map(BY;BX)�

is weakly contractible.

� A p-compact toral subgroup Y �� X of a p-compact group X is said to be
radical if it is centric and if AutO(X)(Y; �) is �nite and contains no normal
non-trivial p-subgroup (i.e., it is �nite and p-reduced).

This notion of a radical subgroup does not coincide with the classical one in the
context of �nite groups, where one does not require the subgroup to be centric. When
�0(X) is a p-group, one can in fact replace the requirement that P �� X is centric in
the de�nition of a radical subgroup by the condition that the homotopy �bre of �# is
homotopically discrete. However, with this weaker condition one can prove that every
radical subgroup is in fact centric, and so one does not [I 3] lose any generality by
making the centricity requirement. For a p-compact group X, we denote by Oc

p(X)
and Or

p(X), the full subcategories of O(X) whose objects are the centric and radical
p-compact toral subgroups, respectively. Similar notation will be used for the fusion
category. These categories are not generally small, but have small skeletal subcategories
(see Proposition 2.6), so de�ning limits and colimits over them makes sense. Let C a
familiy of subgroups of X closed under the conjugation and denote by OC(X) the full
subcategory of O(X) whose objects are those subgroups in C.

Let Sp denote the category of spaces, and hoSp its homotopy category. Also denote
by BX the constant functor with value BX on objects and with value the identity on
all morphisms. We are now ready to state our main theorem.

Theorem A. [I 4] Let X be a p-compact group and C a collection of centric p-compact
toral subgroups which contains all radical p-compact toral subgroups. Then, there exists
a functor �: OC(X) ! Sp and a natural transformation � : � ! BX such that,
for each object (P; �) we have �(P; �) ' BP , �(P; �) ' � and �([h]) ' h for each
morphism [h] in OC(X). And, the map induced by BX

hocolim
OC(X)

� ! BX
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is a mod-p homology equivalence.

The strategy for proving Theorem A is based on two auxiliary results, Theorems
C and D, which might be of independent interest, are stated and shown to imply the
main theorem.

Let � : Sp ! hoSp denote the obvious projection functor. For any p-compact
group X, there are functors

� : O(X) ! hoSp and  : F(X)op ! hoSp;

de�ned as follows. The functor � sends a subgroup (Y; �) to BY and any morphism to
the respective homotopy class. The functor  takes a subgroup (Y; �) to the mapping
space Map(BY;BX)� and a morphism to the homotopy class of the map induced
by any representative. For a subgroup (Y; �) of X, we denote Map(BY;BX)� by
BCX(Y; �) or BCX(Y ) for short, if no ambiguity can arise. The associated loop space
CX(Y ) is called the centralizer of (Y; �) in X. Dwyer and Wilkerson showed in [DW1,
Propositions 5:1, 5:2] that if (P; �) is a p-compact toral subgroup of X, then CX(P ) is a

p-compact group and that the evaluation map BCX(P )
ev
! BX is a monomorphism.

Thus, the pair (CX(P ); ev) is a subgroup of X.

If C is a collection of p-compact toral subgroups of a p-compact group X, then we
denote by OC(X) and FC(X) the full subcategories of O(X) and F(X), whose objects
are the subgroups in C. We denote by

�C : OC(X) ! hoSp and  C : FC(X)op ! hoSp;

the restriction of � and  to the respective full subcategories.

Using the terminology introduced by Dwyer and Kan in [DK], a realization of the

homotopy functor � is a pair (�; ), where �: O(X) ! Sp is a functor and [I 5]  is

a natural isomorphism of functors � ��

! �. A realization of the homotopy functor

 is de�ned analogously. Dwyer and Kan also de�ne the notion of a weak equivalence
between realizations (see De�nition 1.1).

For any category D and a space Y , recall that Y : D ! Sp denotes the constant
functor with value Y . With this terminology, we can now de�ne what we mean by
subgroup and centralizer diagrams.

De�nition 0.1. Let C be a collection of subgroups of a p-compact group X.

(i) A subgroup diagram for X with respect to C is a triple (�C; ; �), where (�C; )
is a realization of �C, and � : �C ! BX is a natural transformation.

(ii) A centralizer diagram for X with respect to C is a triple (	C; �; �), where (	C; �)
is a realization of  C, and � : 	C ! BX is a natural transformation.

Let F : C ! Sp be any functor, and assume a natural transformation � : F ! Y
is given. Then one has a map hocolimF ! Y given by the composite

hocolim
C

F
��
! hocolim

C
Y ' jCj � Y

proj
! Y:

In this way any subgroup diagram (�C; ; �) for X with respect to C gives rise to a
map

�� : hocolim
OC(X)

�C ! BX:
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Similarly, a centralizer diagram (	C; �; �) gives rise to a map

�� : hocolim
FC(X)op

	C ! BX:

Generally the maps �� and �� are not guaranteed to have any good properties. Those
diagrams for which these maps are well behaved are called decompositions. A precise
de�nition is given next.

De�nition 0.2. We say that a subgroup diagram (�C; ; �) (resp. centralizer diagram
(	C; �; �)) is a subgroup (resp. centralizer) decomposition if the map �� (resp. ��) above
induces a mod-p homology equivalence.

A collection C of subgroups of a p-compact group X is called subgroup-ample if there
exists a subgroup decomposition for X with respect to C. Similarly C is said to be
centralizer-ample if there exists a centralizer decomposition for X with respect to C.

The claim of our main theorem thus amounts to saying that any p-compact group
admits a subgroup decomposition with respect to the collection of its radical subgroups,
or equivalently that the collection of the radical subgroups of a p-compact group X is
subgroup-ample. Using this terminology, the Dwyer-Wilkerson theorem on homology
decompositions for p-compact groups can be stated as claiming that for any p-compact
group X, the collection of all its elementary abelian subgroups is centralizer-ample.
The term \ample" is borrowed from [D], although there it refers only to a collection
and not to the particular diagram. It is possible to show that if C is an arbitrary
collection of subgroups of X, then C is centralizer-ample if and only if it is subgroup-
ample. This would justify using the phrase \an ample collection" in the sense Dwyer
does in [D], but we shall not discuss this terminology any further in this paper.

Next, we show that, for certain collections of subgroups, the existence and uniqueness
of diagrams are guaranteed. Before we do so, notice that for discrete groups, pointed
homotopy classes of maps between their classifying spaces correspond uniquely to ho-
momorphisms. Thus, if A is a collection of discrete p-groups, then the functor  A
admits a canonical lift 	A to the category of spaces.

Proposition B. For any p-compact group X the following hold.

(i) If C is a collection of centric subgroups of X, then there exists a subgroup dia-
gram (�C; ; �) for X with respect to C, which is unique up to a weak equivalence.

(ii) If A is a collection of �nite abelian p-subgroups of X, then the triple (	A; Id; ev)
is a centralizer diagram for X with respect to A, which is unique up to a weak
equivalence.

Remark 0.3. In particular, notice that the uniqueness part of Proposition B implies
that if a collection is subgroup ample, then any subgroup diagram with respect to this
collection is a decomposition. A similar comment applies to centralizer diagrams.

The main theorem of this paper is the statement that for any p-compact group X,
the collection of all its radical subgroups is subgroup ample. The �rst step in doing
this is to show that this is in fact equivalent to the same statement where "radical" is
replaced by "centric". More precisely:

Theorem C. For any p-compact group X, the following statements are equivalent:

(a) The collection of all p-compact toral centric subgroups of X is subgroup ample.
(b) The collection of all p-compact toral radical subgroups of X is subgroup ample.
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Once this is proven, we proceed by proving the equivalence of another pair of state-
ments of a rather di�erent nature.

Theorem D. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) For every p-compact group X the collection of all its non-trivial elementary
abelian subgroups is centralizer ample.

(ii) For every p-compact group X the collection of all its centric p-compact toral
subgroups is subgroup ample.

Statement (i) of Theorem D is a theorem of Dwyer and Wilkerson [DW2, Theorem
8.1]. Thus, Theorems C and D imply Theorem A at once. Notice the di�erence between
the two theorems: in Theorem C the conditions are stated for a given p-compact group,
whereas in Theorem D they are stated for all p-compact groups. The reason for this
di�erence is the di�erent methods we employ in proving the two theorems. Theorem
C is proved comparing homotopy colimits over the corresponding orbit categories, and
the proof of Theorem D involves induction on the order of X (that is, number of
components and cohomological dimension).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains the proof of Proposi-
tion B. Section 2 introduces discrete p-toral groups, and some basic properties. It also
contains a discussion on the notions of the normalizer and Weyl spaces for subgroups
of a p-compact group, as well as the Weyl group of a subgroup. The key properties of
centric and radical subgroups are proven in Section 3. Section 4 is a study of the orbit
category of radical subgroups. A slightly stronger form of Theorem C is shown in Sec-
tion 5 (Proposition 5.1). The proof of Theorem D is contained in Section 6 (Proposition
6.4, again in a slightly stronger form). Background material needed along the paper is
collected in Appendix A. In Appendix B we show that our decomposition theorem is
indeed a generalization of the Jackowski-McClure-Oliver decomposition theorem.

We take the pleasure to thank Bob Oliver and Carles Broto for many useful conversa-
tions. We also thank the referee for doing a remarkably thorough job in refereeing this
paper, proposing numerous simpli�cations, and correcting one of our statements. We
would also like to thank the Max-Planck-Institut f�ur Mathematik in Bonn, the Mittag-
Le�er Institute, the Universities of Aberdeen and Leicester, and Universitat Aut�onoma
de Barcelona for giving us several opportunities to meet. We also acknowledge support
from EPSRC for grants obtained to partially fund this project.

1. Existence and uniqueness of subgroup and centralizer diagrams

This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition B. We �rst recall some terminol-
ogy from [DK] that will be used in the proof.

De�nition 1.1. Let D be a category. If � : D ! hoSp, then a realization of � is a

pair (�; ), where �: D ! Sp is a functor and � ��

! � a natural isomorphism

of functors. Two realizations (�; ) and (�0; 0) are weakly equivalent if there exists a
natural transformation � : � ! �0, which is a weak equivalence on each object d 2 D
and such that 0 � �(�) = .

For a small category D, a functor � : D ! hoSp is said to de�ne a centric diagram

over D if for every morphism c
f
! d in D, �(f) is a the homotopy class of a centric

map, namely, if for any representative f 0 for �(f), the induced map

f 0# : Map(�(c); �(c))id ! Map(�(c); �(d))�(f)
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is a weak equivalence.

If � de�nes a centric diagram over D, one has a sequence of functors �i : D
op !Ab

de�ned by
�i(d) = �i(Map(�(d); �(d))id);

on objects. [I 7] Note that �1(d) is always abelian since Map(�(d); �(d))id is an H-
space. Given a morphism f : c ! d, the morphism �i(f) is de�ned as follows:

�i(f) : �i(Map(�(d); �(d))id) ! �i(Map(�(c); �(d))�(f)) 
�=

�i(Map(�(c); �(c))id):

By [DK, Theorem 1.1], if the groups lim �
j �i vanish for all i and j, then there exists a

realization � of � which is unique up to weak equivalence.

Proof of Proposition B. Given a collection C of subgroups of a p-compact group X,
de�ne two enlarged collections: the collection C1 obtained by adding the subgroup
(X; 1BX) to C, and the collection C0 obtained by adding the trivial subgroup (f1g; �),
where � : Bf1g ! BX is the inclusion of the base point. Let �1 : OC(X) !OC1(X)
and �0 : FC(X) !FC0(X) be the respective inclusion functors.

Remark 3.3 below implies that if C is a centric collection (i.e., a collection all of
whose objects are centric) of p-compact toral subgroups of a p-compact group X, then
�C : OC(X) ! hoSp de�nes a centric diagram. It is also immediate that the extended
diagram de�ned by �C1 is centric. The category OC1(X) has a terminal object (X; 1BX),
and hence the higher limits of any contravariant functor from it to the category of
abelian groups vanish. Thus by the Dwyer-Kan theorem stated above, a realization
(�C1 ; 1) of �C1 exists and is unique up to weak equivalence.

Next, notice that since (X; 1BX) is a terminal object in OC1(X), the obvious map

hocolim
OC1

(X)
�C1 ! �C1(X; 1BX)

is a homotopy equivalence. Let �1 : � � �C1 ! �C1 be a natural isomorphism. Then

�1 determines a homotopy class of a homotopy equivalence �C1(X; 1BX)
'
! BX. Fix

a representative �X for this equivalence.

Let �C denote the composite

OC(X)
inc
!OC1(X)

�C1! Sp;

and let  denote the restriction of 1 to �C. Then (�C; ) is clearly a realization of the
homotopy functor �C on OC(X). Let � denote the natural transformation de�ned by
taking an object (P; �) of OC(X) to the composite

�C(P; �) = �C1(P; �)
�C1

(�)
! �C1(X; 1BX)

�X! BX:

Then the triple (�C; ; �) is a subgroup diagram for X with respect to C.

It is also clear that given a subgroup diagram, one can de�ne a realization of �1.
Therefore, we have shown that there a 1�1 correspondence between equivalence classes
of subgroup diagrams, and equivalence classes of realizations of �1 in the sense of
De�nition 1.1.

To prove (ii), notice that Remark 3.3, in conjunction with the fact that the centralizer
in X of a p-compact toral subgroup is itself a p-compact group [DW1, Proposition 5.1],
implies that if A is a collection of �nite abelian p-subgroup of X, then the diagram
de�ned by 	A : FA(X)op ! Sp is centric [DW2, Lemma 11:15]. The evaluation map

	A(A;�) = Map(BA;X)�
ev
! X
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gives a natural transformation from 	A to the constant functor BX. Thus the triple
(	A; Id; ev) is a centralizer diagram, which by an argument similar to the one given
above, is unique up to weak equivalence. �

Proposition B can be stated in a more general context. Let C be a small cate-
gory. Given a functor F : C ! hoSp and a natural transformation to the con-
stant functor � : F ! Y such that for each f 2 MorC(c; d) and c 2 C, the maps
F (f) : F (c) ! F (d) and �(c) : F (c) ! Y are centric, then there exists a realiza-
tion of F which is unique up to equivalence.

2. Discrete p-toral subgroups

One of the main objects of study in this paper is the orbit category of p-compact
toral subgroups of a given p-compact group, and certain subcategories. We start by
introducing some useful simpli�cations.

Two objects (Z; �) and (Z 0; �0) of O(X) are said to be X-conjugate if they are
isomorphic as objects of the orbit category. We shall use the same notion for isomorphic
objects in any orbit category (e.g., of discrete p-toral subgroups, as de�ned below).

An essential ingredient in the study of p-compact groups is the concept of discrete
p-toral groups, introduced by Dwyer-Wilkerson in [DW1] and used extensively in the
literature.

De�nition 2.1. For a prime p, let Z=p1 denote the union [n�1Z=pn under the obvious
inclusions.

(i) A group T is said to be a discrete p-torus if T is isomorphic to (Z=p1)�n for
some n, which is called the rank of T .

(ii) A group P is called discrete p-toral if it contains a normal discrete p-torus of
p-power index. The dimension of P is the rank of its maximal discrete p-torus.

(iii) By abuse of notation, if P is a discrete p-toral group with maximal torus T ,
then we denote by �0(P ), the group P=T . The order of P is de�ned to be the
pair (dim(P ); j�0(P )j). (Compare with De�nition A.5)

By [DW1, Proposition 6.9] every p-compact toral group P has a discrete approxima-
tion, namely, a discrete p-toral group �P together with a homomorphism u : �P ! P ,
which induces a mod-p homology equivalence Bu : B �P ! BP . On the other hand,
if Q is a p-discrete toral group, completion induces a mod-p equivalence BQ ! BQ^

p

and BQ^
p gives rise to p-compact toral group, which we denote by Q̂. In particular,

BQ̂ and BQ^
p denote the same classifying space.

For any two groups G;H, let Rep(G;H)
def
= Hom(G;H)= Inn(H).

Lemma 2.2. Let P and Q be p-compact toral groups and let �P ��P P and �Q ��Q Q
be discrete approximations. Then one has induced maps

Map(B �P ;B �Q)
�Q#
! Map(B �P ;BQ) 

�#P Map(BP;BQ);

and �Q# is a mod p equivalence, while [I 9] �#P is a homotopy equivalence. In particular,

Rep( �P ; �Q) �= [B �P ;B �Q] �= [B �P ;BQ] �= [BP;BQ]:

Proof. That �#P is a homotopy equivalence follows since BQ is p-complete. The homo-
topy �bre of �Q is an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type K(V; 1), where V is a Q^

p -vector
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space (see [DW1, Prop. 6.8]). For each homotopy class of maps B �P
�
! BQ, there is

a �bration

BV h �P ! Map(B �P ;B �Q)� ! Map(B �P ;BQ)�:

Since �P is discrete and V is a rational vector space, it follows that BV h �P is again a
space of type K(U; 1), where U is the invariant subspace in V under the �P action. In

particular BV h �P is connected and mod-p acyclic and so � consists of a single component
and

Map(B �P ;B �Q)�
�Q#
! Map(B �P ;BQ)�

is a mod-p equivalence. In the second sequence of equivalences, the �rst is standard,
and the others follow by taking components. �

The next de�nition gives a discrete analog for the concept of a Sylow subgroup.

De�nition 2.3. Let X be a p-compact group, let �S be a discrete p-toral group, and
let �� : B �S ! BX be a map, which is a monomorphism of p-compact groups upon
p-completion. Then ( �S; ��) is said to be a discrete p-toral subgroup of X. The subgroup
( �S; ��) is said to be a discrete Sylow subgroup of X if � = ��^p : B �S^p ! BX is a Sylow
subgroup for X.

Clearly, if ( �S; ��) is a discrete Sylow subgroup for X, then any other discrete p-toral
subgroup of X factors through ( �S; ��) up to homotopy. Thus a discrete Sylow subgroup

of X is unique up to X-conjugacy. It is also clear that if �P
�
! �S is a monomorphism

of discrete p-toral groups, then ( �P ; �� �B�) is a discrete p-toral subgroup of X.

Proposition 2.4. Let X be a p-compact group with a Sylow subgroup S �� X, and
let P � S be a p-compact toral subgroup. Let �P � �S be discrete approximations of
P � S. Then C �S( �P ) is a discrete p-toral subgroup of CX(P ). Furthermore, there
exists a subgroup �P 0 � �S, X-conjugate to �P , such that C �S( �P

0) is a discrete Sylow
subgroup of CX(P ).

Proof. Let �� : B �S ! BX denote the map induced by inclusion followed by �. Then
�� induces a map

Map(B �P ;B �S)inc
��#
! Map(B �P ;BX)���inc ' Map(BP;BX)�jBP ;

where the last equivalence follows from [DW1, Prop 6.8], and the diagram

Map(B �P ;B �S)inc
��#
!Map(BP;BX)�jBP

B �S

ev
#

��
! BX

ev
#

commutes. Since both �� and the evaluation map on the left column are monomor-
phisms (the �rst is � upon completion, and the second is induced by an inclusion of
groups), their composite is a monomorphism, and hence BC �S( �P ) = Map(B �P ;B �S)inc
is a discrete p-toral subgroup of BCX(P ) = Map(BP;BX)�jBP by Lemma A.2(i).

To prove the second statement, let Q � CX(P ) be a Sylow subgroup. Then, by
adjointness, one has a map BQ � BP ! BX, and since (S; �) is Sylow in X,
this map factors up to homotopy through BS. Let �Q � �P ! �S be a discrete
approximation of this factorization, and let �P 0 � �S denote the image of f1g� �P under
this homomorphism. Then, by adjointness again, one has a group monomorphism
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� : �Q ! C �S( �P
0). Upon p-completion, this map becomes a monomorphism of p-

compact groups by Lemma A.2(i), since its composition with the inclusion to BCX(P )
is so. But, since Q is a Sylow subgroup of CX(P ), � must be an isomorphism, and the
proof is complete. �

De�nition 2.5. Let X be a p-compact group, and let ( �S; ��) be a discrete Sylow subgroup.
De�ne the orbit category O �S(X) to be the category whose objects are the subgroups of �S,
and whose morphisms are representations [�] 2 Rep( �P ; �Q) such that ��jB �P ' ��jB �Q �B�.

If we let (S; �) denote the p-completion of ( �S; ��), then one has an obvious functor
qO : O �S(X) !Op(X), where the target category is the full subcategory of O(X),
whose objects are all p-compact toral subgroups of X.

Proposition 2.6. Let X be a p-compact group and let S �� X be a Sylow subgroup.
Fix a discrete approximation �S of S, and let �S ��� X be the resulting discrete Sylow
subgroup of X. Then the functor qO de�ned above is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. Let �Op(X) be the category whose objects are all discrete p-toral subgroups of
X, and whose morphisms ( �P ; �) ! ( �Q; �) are conjugacy classes of homomorphisms
�P ! �Q such that the obvious triangles commutes up to homotopy. Then p-completion
induces a functor �Op(X)! Op(X), which by Lemma 2.2 is an equivalence of categories.
Since ( �S; ��) is a discrete Sylow subgroup of X, the inclusion O �S(X) ! �Op(X) is also
an equivalence of categories. �

>From this point on we will denote discrete p-toral groups by P , Q, S, etc. (i.e., omit
the [I 10] decoration), as long as confusion cannot arise. But �P will always denote

a p-discrete toral and P̂ always a p-compact toral group. We end this section with
a brief discussion of normalizer and Weyl spaces, adapted to the context of discrete
p-toral subgroups.

In [DW3, Sec. 4], Dwyer and Wilkerson de�ne the Weyl space WX(Y ) =WX(Y; �),
for a subgroup (Y; �) of a p-compact group X, to be the space of all selfmaps f of BY ,
such that � ' � � f . The Weyl space is a topological monoid under composition, and
acts naturally on BY . By [DW3, Proposition 4.3], the set of components �0(WX(Y ))
is a group. Notice that this group is, by de�nition, the automorphism group of (Y; �)
in O(X).

Similarly, if X is a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S, then for each
subgroup P � S, we de�ne the Weyl space WX(P ) to be the space of all selfmaps f
of BP , such that �P ' �P � f . This is again a topological monoid under composition,
which acts naturally on BP .

The normalizer space of P in X, NX(P ), is the loop space whose classifying space
is the Borel construction of the action on WX(P ) on BP ,

BP ! BNX(P ) ! BWX(P ):

Since the action of WX(P ) on BP commutes with the inclusion BP ! BX, there
is natural map BNX(P ) ! BX (see [DW3, De�nition 4.4]).

The set of components �0(W(P )) is again a group. To see this note that every selfmap
of BP is induced by an endomorphism of P up to homotopy, and this endomorphism
is unique up to an inner automorphism of P (Lemma 2.2). Upon p-completion one
obtains a selfmap of a p-compact toral group over BX, which by [DW3, Proposition
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4.3] is an equivalence. Hence any endomorphism inducing this selfmap is in fact an
automorphism.

De�nition 2.7. For any subgroup (Y; �) of X, de�ne its Weyl group by

WX(Y; �)
def
= �0(WX(Y; �)):

If S �� X is a discrete Sylow subgroup, and P � S is a subgroup, then the Weyl group
of P , denoted by WX(P ), is de�ned similarly and [I 11] WX(P ) � Out(P ).

3. Centric subgroups and radical subgroups

This section is devoted to a discussion of centric and radical discrete p-toral sub-
groups of a p-compact group.

Recall that, in [DW1], Dwyer and Wilkerson de�ne the centralizer of a p-compact

toral subgroup (P; �) of a p-compact group X to be BCX(P )
def
= Map(BP;BX)�.

The center of a a p-compact toral group P can therefore be de�ned by BZ(P )
def
=

Map(BP;BP )id, which by Lemma 2.2 is approximated by Map(B �P ;B �P )id ' BZ( �P ).
The last equivalence is of course well known for discrete groups. Thus one can de�ne a
centric p-compact toral subgroup of X to be a subgroup (P; �), such that the obvious

map BZ(P )
�#
! BCX(P ) is a weak equivalence. We now specialize to discrete p-toral

groups.

De�nition 3.1. Let P �� X be a discrete p-toral subgroup of a p-compact group X.
We say that P is centric in X if the natural map

BZ(P ) ' Map(BP;BP )id
�#
! Map(BP;BX)�

is a mod-p homology equivalence.

Clearly a subgroup P � S is centric in X if and only if the corresponding p-compact
toral subgroup of X is centric in the [I 12] sense described in the introduction since
in that case both mapping spaces are p-complete (see [DW1, Proposition 5.8, and
Proposition 6.1]). The following lemma gives an alternative condition, which avoids
the need to pass to the p-completed classifying space.

Lemma 3.2. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S �� X, and
let P � S be a subgroup. Then P is centric in X if and only if P 0 is centric in S for
each P 0 � S which is X-conjugate to P .

Proof. Assume P 0 � S is centric in S for every P 0 which is X-conjugate to P . By
Proposition 2.4, there is some P 0, X-conjugate to P , such that CS(P

0) is a discrete
Sylow subgroup of CX(P ). But CS(P

0) = Z(P 0) �= Z(P ) by assumption, and so by
Remark A.11 the inclusion of CS(P

0) in CX(P ) is a mod-p equivalence. Hence P is
centric in X.

Conversely, if P is centric in X, then all P 0 � S which are X-conjugate to P are
centric in X. Hence the composite

BZ(P 0) ! BCS(P
0) ! BCX(P

0)

is a mod-p homology equivalence. Upon p-completion, the second map is both a
monomorphism, and an epimorphism of p-compact groups (Lemma A.2), hence an
isomorphism. It follows that the �rst map is a mod p homology isomorphism as well,
and so P 0 is centric in S (by [DW1, Prop 6.8] and Lemma 2.2). �
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Remark 3.3. Lemma 3.2 implies in particular that if P � Q � X are discrete p-toral
subgroups of X, and P is centric in X, then it is centric in Q.

The following is a useful property of centric subgroups.

Lemma 3.4. Let S be a discrete p-toral group, and let P � S be a centric subgroup.
Then [I 13] Z(P ) � P intersects nontrivially with any nontrivial normal subgroup of
S.

Proof. Let N C S be a normal nontrivial subgroup. Assume �rst that N is �nite. Then
P acts on N , and the action factors through an action of a p-subgroup of Aut(N). Since
a �nite p-group acting on another �nite p-group always has a �xed point, there is some
x 2 N which is �xed by the conjugation action of P , and hence x 2 CS(P ) = Z(P ).
If N is in�nite, it contains a non-trivial characteristic elementary abelian p-subgroup
E. Hence the action of P on N induces an action on E. The argument given for the
�nite case can now be repeated to �nish the proof. �

Proposition 3.5. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S �� X,
and let P � S be subgroup, which is centric in X. Then WX(P ) is a �nite group,
and there are subgroups P 0

C Q0 � S such that P 0 is X-conjugate to P , and such that
[I 14] Q0=P 0 �= OutQ0(P 0) = OutS(P

0) is a Sylow p-subgroup of WX(P ).

Proof. The group WX(P ) is �nite by Corollary A.17. Let � 2 Sylp(WX(P )). Since
WX(P ) is homotopically discrete, there is an obvious map B� ! BWX(P ), which
induces the inclusion on fundamental groups. Let Q be the discrete p-toral group whose
classifying space is the pull back space of the system B� ! BWX(P ) BNX(P ).

Thus we obtain an extension of discrete p-toral groups P
�
! Q ! � and a map

BQ ! BX, which factors through a homomorphism Q
�
! S. Then � is clearly

injective, and we claim that � is injective as well. Notice �rst that its restriction to P
is injective. Furthermore, P is centric in X, hence by Lemma 3.2 it is centric in S, and
thus also in Q. By Lemma 3.4, � is injective, since otherwise P intersects nontrivially
with Ker(�), which is a contradiction.

Now, let Q0 = �(Q) and P 0 = � � �(P ). Then P 0
C Q0 � S, P 0 is X-conjugate to P ,

and Q0=P 0 �= � is a Sylow p-subgroup of WX(P ) by construction. �

We now specialize to centric collections of p-compact toral subgroups of a p-compact
group X, i.e., collections all of whose objects are centric in X. We start by analyzing
the automorphism group of a centric subgroup as an object in the orbit category O(X).

For a group G and a G-space Z, we denote by ZhG the homotopy �xed point space of
Z under the action of G, i.e., the space MapG(EG;Z), where EG is a free contractible
G-space, or equivalently the space of sections of the Borel construction

ZhG
def
= Z �G EG ! ��GEG = BG:

If X is a p-compact group and Y �� X is a p-compact subgroup, we denote by X=Y
the homotopy �bre of �. In particular, if S � X is a discrete Sylow subgroup of X,
and P � S, the space X=P̂ is the homotopy �bre of �P̂ : BP̂ = BP^

p ! BX.

Proposition 3.6. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S �� X.
Let Y �� X be a p-compact subgroup of X, and assume P � S is centric in X. Then
(X=Y )hP is homotopically discrete, and

MorO(X)((P; �P ); (Y; �)) = �0((X=Y )
hP ):
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In particular, WX(P ) = (X=P̂ )hP , and

MorOS(X)(P;Q) = �0((X=Q̂)
hP ):

Finally, if X is p-compact toral and P is a proper subgroup of S, then WX(P ) is a
non-trivial �nite p-group.

Proof. [I 15] Let f�g � [BP;BY ] be the set of components [f ] such that � � f ' �.
The homotopy �bre of the map

�# : Map(BP;BY )f�g ! Map(BP;BX)�

is (X=Y )hP by [DW1, Lemma 10.4], and �# is a homotopy equivalence on each com-
ponent by Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.3 since all components in Map(BP;BY )f�g are
equivalent toBZ(P )^p . Hence (X=Y )

hP is homotopically discrete, and the morphism set
MorO(X)((P; �P ); (Y; �)), given by the set of components f�g, is in 1�1 correspondence
with the set of components �0((X=Y )

hP ). The identi�cation with the automorphism
group of P in OS(X) is immediate.

If X is p-compact toral then S
�
! X is a discrete approximation, and by Propo-

sition 3.5 and Proposition 2.6 , WX(P ) is a �nite p-group isomorphic to NS(P )=P =
(S=P )P , and the right hand side is nontrivial by Corollary A.17. �

The following lemma shows that the collection of subgroups P � S which are centric
in X, where S is a discrete Sylow subgroup in a p-compact group X is closed under
overgroups.

Lemma 3.7. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S � X, and
let P � Q � S be subgroups. Then if P is centric in X, then so is Q.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, P is centric in X if and only if all its X-conjugates P 0 � S are
centric in S. But, in a discrete group, centric subgroups are closed under overgroups.
Hence Q and all its X-conjugates are centric in S, and so Q is centric in X. �

If P � Y � X, and P is centric in Y , then it is not generally the case that P is
centric in X. The following lemma singles out a family of subgroups Y � X, which
are a very useful exception to the rule.

Lemma 3.8. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S � X. Let
E � S be an elementary abelian p-subgroup, and let P � CX(E) be a discrete p-toral
subgroup. Then P is centric in CX(E) if and only if it is centric in X.

Proof. By Proposition 2.4, there is some E 0 � S, X-conjugate to E, such that CS(E
0)

is a discrete Sylow subgroup of CX(E). Thus P is CX(E)-conjugate to a subgroup
of CS(E

0), and, replacing E 0 by E, it su�ces to prove the statement for subgroups
P � CS(E). [I 16] Note that in this situation CS(P ) = CCS(E)(P ).

If P � CS(E) is centric in X, then, by Lemma 3.2, P and all its X-conjugates
P 0 � S are centric in S. In particular those X-conjugates of P , which are contained
in CS(E) and are conjugate in CX(E), are also centric in S, and therefore in CS(E).
Thus P is centric in CX(E) by Lemma 3.2 again.

Conversely, if P � CS(E) is centric in CX(E), then it is centric in CS(E). For any
P 0 � S, X-conjugate to P , we must show that P 0 is centric in S. Let E(P ) denote
the maximal central elementary abelian subgroup of P . Since P � CS(E), and since
E is central in CS(E), it follows that E � E(P ). Clearly P � CS(E(P )), and is
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centric there. An X-conjugation P ! P 0 is in particular a group isomorphism, and
hence takes E(P ) isomorphically to E(P 0), and induces an isomorphism of p-compact
groups CX(E(P

0)) ! CX(E(P )). Since P is centric in CX(E(P )), P
0 is centric in

CX(E(P
0)), and thus in CS(E(P

0)). Let C 0 denote CS(E(P
0)). It is now easy to verify

that CC0(P 0) = CCS(P 0)(E(P
0)). The right hand side is equal to CS(P

0) since E(P 0) � P 0

is central, while the left hand is Z(P 0), since P 0 is centric in C 0. This shows that P 0 is
centric in S, and thus completes the proof. �

Next we discuss some basic properties of the collection of radical p-compact toral
subgroups of a p-compact group X. In direct analogy to p-toral subgroups of a p-
compact group, we de�ne radical discrete p-toral subgroups of a p-compact group X.

De�nition 3.9. [I 17] We say that a discrete p-toral subgroup (P; �) of a p-compact
group X is radical if it is centric and if AutO(X)(P; �) is �nite and p-reduced (that is,
it has no nontrivial normal p-subgroups).

We start by showing that any discrete Sylow subgroup of a p-compact group is
radical.

Lemma 3.10. Let S � X be a discrete Sylow subgroup of a p-compact group X. Then
S is radical in X.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, S is centric since CS(S) = Z(S). Furthermore, by Proposition
3.5, OutS(S) = 1 is a Sylow p-subgroup of WX(S), therefore jWX(P )j is of order prime
to p and is thus p-reduced. �

The following lemma is a one-sided analogue of 3.8 for radical subgroups. Notice
that if P � Y � X and P is radical in X, it is not necessarily radical in Y .

Lemma 3.11. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S. Let

P � S be a subgroup, and let E
def
= E(P ) �� X be a maximal central elementary abelian

p-subgroup of P . Then P � CX(E) and if P is radical in X, then it is radical in
CX(E).

Proof. The �rst statement is obvious (see Remark A.15). Write K
def
= CX(E) for

short. If P is radical in X, then it is centric there by de�nition, and hence WX(P )
is homotopically discrete by Proposition 3.6. By the same Proposition, since P � K,
P is also centric in K, and WK(P ) as well as (X=K)hP are homotopically discrete.
The Weyl group WK(P ) is �nite by Proposition 3.6, and it remains to show that it is
p-reduced.

To show that, we construct a homomorphism

� : WX(P ) ! Aut(E);

with kernel WK(P ). Having done that, the claim follows from the assumption that
WX(P ) is p-reduced and Lemma 3.12 below.

Let �P : P ! X denote the inclusion. We can identify WX(P ) with those � 2
Out(P ) such that B�P �B� ' B�P . Since P is centric in S, � induces an automorphism
�] 2 Aut(E). De�ne �(�) = �].

Now, since �] is the restriction of � to E, � also induces a selfmap of K = CX(E),
and if �] = Id, then the induced map onK is also homotopic to the identity. Therefore,
if we let jP : P ! K be the inclusion, then BjP �B� ' BjP , and thus � 2 WK(P ).
Conversely, let � 2 WK(P ). Consider the morphism m : E � P ! X induced
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by multiplication with kernel E. In this situation Id � � 2 Aut(E � P ) induces
an automorphism over X, that is, m � (Id � �) ' m since E is central in P and
� 2 WK(P ) � WX(P ). The restriction of m to the kernel is the automorphism of E
given by �] = Id. �

Lemma 3.12. Let H C G be a normal subgroup of the �nite group G. If G is p-reduced,
then so is H.

Proof. Let Q � H be the intersection of all Sylow p-subgroups of H. Then, Q C H is
a characteristic subgroup of H. Since H C G, it follows that Q C G. Moreover, H is
p-reduced if and only if Q is the trivial group. Thus, if H is not p-reduced then G is
also not p-reduced, which proves the statement. �

4. The orbit category of radical subgroups

In this section we study the orbit category of radical p-compact subgroups of a p-
compact group X. In particular we study the behavior of the orbit category of radical
subgroups and the respective subgroup diagrams under extension of a p-compact group
by a p-compact toral group. We also show that the orbit category of radical subgroups
of a p-compact group has a �nite skeletal subcategory. This last observation is crucial
in carrying out inductive procedures later on.

De�nition 4.1. Let X and Z be p-compact groups. An extension of Z by X is a
�bration

BX ! BY ! BZ;

where both the projection and the �bre inclusion are homomorphisms (i.e. pointed
maps).

Notice that an extension of p-compact groups as above gives rise to a p-compact
group, whose classifying space BY is the total space in the de�ning �bration. To see
this, notice that BY is p-complete, since �1(BZ) is a p-group and hence acts nilpotently
on the mod p homology of BX. Hence by [BK], p-completion preserves the �bration,
while not changing its base and �bre spaces, implying that BY is p-complete as well.
Furthermore, Y = 
BY is the total space in a �bration with Fp-�nite base and �bre,
and is thus itself Fp-�nite by inspection of the associated Serre spectral sequence.

We are now ready to state and prove our main claim about extensions: if Y is an
extension of a p-compact group X by a p-compact toral group K, then X and Y have
equivalent orbit categories of p-compact toral radical subgroups. More precisely we
have the following.

Proposition 4.2. Let

BK
�
! BX

�
! BY

be an extension of p-compact groups where K is p-compact toral. Then there is an
equivalence of categories

	: Or(Y ) !Or(X):

Proof. Let (S; �S) be a discrete Sylow subgroup for X, and let (R; �R) be a discrete
Sylow subgroup of Y . The map � induces an epimorphism �� : S ! R, which is well
de�ned up to conjugation in R. This follows since the pull back of the extension along
�R gives a discrete p-toral subgroup of X, which is clearly Sylow by a standard Euler
characteristic argument. Let �K denote Ker(��). Since K �� X is a p-compact toral
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subgroup of X such that �� � � ' �, there is an induced map B �K ! BK, which is a
discrete approximation. To see that it is, notice that in the �bration

B �K ! BS ! BR

the action ofR onH�(B �K;Fp) factors through a �nite p-group quotient, and is therefore
nilpotent. Hence the �bration is preserved under p-completion, and B �K^

p ' BK. In
particular, there is a [I 18] 1{1 correspondence between subgroups of R and subgroups
of S containing �K.

By Proposition 2.6, to prove our statement, it su�ces to show that there is an iso-
morphism of categories 	S : O

r
R(Y ) !Or

S(X), where Or
S(X) is the full subcategory

of OS(X) whose objects are radical in X, and similarly Or
R(Y ). The functor 	S we use

is in fact de�ned on OR(Y ), but will only be shown to be an isomorphism of categories
when restricted to Or

R(Y ).

De�nition of 	S: For an object P � R of OR(Y ), de�ne 	S(P ) = ���1(P ) � S.
Notice that the square

B(P 0)
�P 0! BX

BP
#

�P! BY

�
#

is a homotopy pullback square upon p-completion, where P 0 = 	S(P ). Unless ambigu-
ity may arise, we will denote throughout this proof 	S(P ), 	S(Q) by P

0, Q0 etc., for
short.

We next de�ne 	S on morphisms. A morphism P
[f ]
! Q in OR(Y ) is a Q-conjugacy

class of a homomorphism f : P ! Q, such that �Q � Bf ' �P . Thus given such a
morphism, applying the classifying space functor and p-completion, and using the
universal property of a pull-back, one has an induced map

f 0 : BP 0 ! BQ0

such that [�Q0 ] � f 0 = [�P 0 ]. Let 	S([f ]) : P
0 ! Q0 denote any homomorphism, which

induces f 0 up to homotopy.

Next, we check that 	S([f ]) is well de�ned, and that 	S induces a bijection on
morphism sets. Let P;Q 2 OR(Y ) be any two objects, and let P 0; Q0 � X denote
	S(P ) and 	S(Q) respectively, as before. Then one has the following sequence of
homotopy equivalences

(1) (X=Q̂0)hP
0

' (Y=Q̂)hP
0

' ((Y=Q̂)h
�K)hP ' (Y=Q̂)hP :

The �rst equivalence holds since X=Q̂0 ' Y=Q̂. The second follows from [DW1, Lemma
10.5]. For the last equivalence, note that, since the composite

BK ! BX ! BY

is nullhomotopic, the pullback of the �bration BQ̂ = BQ^
p ! BY along this compos-

ite is the trivial �bration BK � Y=Q̂ ! BK. Hence (Y=Q̂)hK ' Map(BK; Y=Q̂) '

Y=Q̂, where the second equivalence follows since Y=Q̂ is p-complete and Fp-�nite, and
so the evaluation map

Map(BK; Y=Q̂)
'

ev
! Y=Q̂
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is an equivalence, by the Sullivan conjecture for p-compact groups [DW2, Theorem

9.3]. Notice that (Y=Q̂)hK ' (Y=Q̂)h
�K . Taking components, and using Proposition

3.6, one has [I 19]

MorO(X)(P
0; Q0) = �0((X=Q̂

0)hP
0

) �= �0((Y=Q̂)
hP ) = MorO(Y )(P;Q):

This shows that 	S is well de�ned and is a bijection on morphism sets.

	S is injective on objects: Since objects in OR(Y ) are in 1{1 correspondence via 	S

with objects of OS(X) which contain �K, it follows that 	S, and hence its restriction
Or

R(Y ), is injective on objects.

[I 20] The functor 	S sends radical p-compact toral subgroups to radical
p-compact toral subgroups: Set P = Q in Equation (1) above. Taking components,
one obtains a group isomorphism WX(P

0) �= WY (P ). Hence, P 0 ��P 0
X is radical if

and only if P ��P Y is radical. This shows that 	S restricted to Or
R(Y ) takes values

in Or
S(X).

	S is surjective on objects: To show that 	S is surjective on objects, it su�ces to
show that any subgroup Q � S such that Q is radical in X must contain �K, and thus
is in the image of 	S. This part of the proof is the only place where radicality is used.

We �rst consider the case when �K is abelian. Assume that Q is radical and does
not contain �K. Set U = Q \ �K. We �rst verify that Q � NQ �K(Q). To see this, notice

that the action of Q on �K=U by conjugation has a nontrivial �xed subgroup (this is
clear if �K=U is �nite, and if �K=U is in�nite, then the action of Q on characteristic
subgroup of p-torsion elements in �K=U must have a nontrivial �xed subgroup. There
is an element g 2 �K nQ such that gU 2 ( �K=U)Q, and therefore g normalizes Q and is
hence in NQ �K(Q).

Let g 2 N �KQ(Q) nQ. Since �K is abelian, so is U , and since g 2 �K, the conjugation
action of g on Q, restricts to the identity on U and also on Q=U . Let A � AutX(Q)
denote the subgroup of all X-automorphisms of Q with this property. For any � 2
A, and q 2 Q, �(q) = quq for some uq 2 U . Since every X-automorphism of Q
preserves �K and hence U , this implies that A is a normal subgroup of AutX(Q).
Moreover, since for every u 2 U , juj = pm for some m � 1, it follows that for every
q 2 Q, there is some m such that �p

m

(q) = q. Since the group of automorphisms
AutOS(X)(Q) is �nite (Proposition 3.6), the observations above imply that the group
A=(Inn(Q)\A)�AutOS(X)(Q) is a normal p-subgroup, and since Q is radical, A must
be contained in Inn(Q). Thus cg = cq for some q 2 Q, and hence gq�1 centralizes Q.
But since g =2 Q, and since Q is centric, this contradicts Lemma 3.2. This shows that
Q must contain �K. In particular, this �nishes the proof of the proposition in the case
�K is abelian.

Let �K be arbitrary, let T be a maximal torus of �K and set � = �K=T . Notice that
X=T is a p-compact group. Since T is abelian, the particular case just handled implies
that there is an equivalence of categories 	 : Or(X) !Or(X=T ). Since there is an
extension of p-compact groups

� ! X=T ! Y;

it is enough to consider the case where K is a �nite p-group. But in this case we can
proceed similarly by induction on the order of � using the fact that a nontrivial �nite
p-group has a nontrivial center. This completes the proof in the general case. �
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Proposition 4.2 allows to compare subgroup ampleness of radical subgroups of a p-
compact group Y , with that of radical subgroups of any extension of Y [I 21] by a
p-compact toral group.

Proposition 4.3. Let X be an extension of a p-compact group Y by a p-compact toral
group K. Then, the collection of all radical subgroups of X is subgroup-ample if and
only if the collection of all radical subgroups of Y is subgroup-ample.

Proof. Let S � X and R � Y be discrete Sylow subgroups, such that �K C S is a

discrete approximation for K, and S= �K �= R. Let S
�
! R denote the projection. It

su�ces to prove the claim for the collections of all subgroups of S and R which are
radical in X and Y respectively.

By Proposition B, there exists a subgroup diagram (De�nition 0.1)

� : Or
R(Y ) ! Sp:

Let
� : Or

R(Y ) ! Sp

be the functor which takes a subgroup P � R to the pullback space in the diagram

�(P ) ! �(P )

BX

�
#

�
! BY

�
#

= 1BY (P )

:

Here 1BY is the constant functor on Or
R(Y ) with value BY , and � is the natural

transformation associated to �. Notice that since � is a �bration, � is well de�ned, and
comes equipped with an obvious natural transformation � : � ! BX. Furthermore,
since � is de�ned using the pullback construction, the conditions of Puppe's theorem
[Dr, pp.179] are automatically satis�ed, and the commutative square above gives rise
to a commutative diagram of �brations

BK ! hocolim
Or
R(Y )

� ! hocolim
Or
R(Y )

�

BK

=
#

! BX

j�j
#

! BY:

j�j
#

Since Y and X are p-compact groups, their fundamental groups are �nite p-groups.
Hence j�j (resp. j�j) is a mod-p equivalence if and only if its homotopy �bre is mod-p
acyclic. Since the �bres of � and � are homotopy equivalent, it follows that j�j is a
mod-p equivalence if and only if j�j is a mod-p equivalence.

Finally, by Lemma 4.2 the categories Or
S(X) and Or

R(Y ) are equivalent categories,
and the composite

Or
S(X)

	�1
S!Or

R(Y )
�
! Sp

is obviously a subgroup diagram for X. The proposition follows at once. �

We end this section by showing the for every p-compact group X the category Or(X)
is equivalent to a �nite category.

Proposition 4.4. For any p-compact group X, the orbit category Or(X) has a �nite
skeletal subcategory [I 22](that is, Or(X) has �nitely many isomorphism classes of
objects and �nite morphism sets).
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Proof. Since all radical subgroups in X are centric in X by de�nition, each morphism
set MorOr(X)(P;Q) is given by the set of components of the respective homotopy orbit
space (X=Q)hP , which is homotopically discrete and �nite by Corollary A.17. Hence,
it su�ces to show that Or(X) has a �nite number of isomorphism classes of objects.

If X is a p-compact toral group and Q � X is a proper subgroup, then the Weyl
group WX(Q) is always a nontrivial �nite p-group by Corollary 3.6. Hence, the only
radical subgroup of X is X itself. This proves the claim in this case.

Let X be an arbitrary p-compact group, which is not p-compact toral. Let Y be
the centerfree quotient of X, which exists by Lemma A.12. Since Or(X) ' Or(Y )
by Proposition 4.2, we are reduced to showing the statement for centerfree p-compact
groups.

We proceed by downward induction on the order of X. The order of X is the pair
(dX ; oX), where dX is the mod-p cohomological dimension of X and oX is the order
of its group of components (see De�nition A.5). Thus assume the claim holds for all
p-compact groups of order strictly less than that of X.

[I 23] By [DW2, Proposition 8.3], there exist only �nitely many conjugacy classes
of elementary abelian subgroups of X. If P � X is a radical subgroup, then P �
CX(E(P )), where E(P ) is the maximal central elementary abelian subgroup of P , and
P is radical there by Lemma 3.11. Since X is centerfree jCX(E(P ))j < jXj, and by
induction hypothesis CX(E(P )) has only �nitely many conjugacy classes of radical p-
compact toral subgroups. Hence the conjugacy class of P can only be one of a �nite
list of conjugacy classes of p-compact toral subgroups of X, each of which is radical in
CX(E) for some elementary abelian p-subgroup E � X. This completes the proof. �

5. Subgroup ampleness of centric and radical collections

Let C be a family of centric subgroups of a p-compact group X, which contains at
least one representative from the conjugacy class of each radical subgroup of X. The
objective of this section is to prove the following proposition. Notice that this is a
slightly more general form of the equivalence of statements (a) and (b) in Theorem C.

Proposition 5.1. Let X be a p-compact group, and let C be a collection of subgroups
all of which are centric in X, and such that C contains all subgroups which are radical
in X. Then the collection of all radical subgroups in X is subgroup ample if and only
if C is subgroup ample.

Without lost of generality, we can restrict attention to collections which are contained
in a �xed discrete Sylow subgroup (see Proposition 2.6). Thus, let X be a p-compact
group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S ��S X, and let C be a collection of subgroups
of S, all of which are centric in X, containing all subgroups of S which are radical in
X. Recall that we denote by Or

S(X) (resp. Oc
S(X)) the orbit category of subgroups of

a �xed discrete Sylow S ��S X which are radical in X (resp. centric in X). Let OC(X)
be the orbit category of subgroups of S which belong to the family C.

>From this point onwards, our discussion becomes quite categorical in nature. The
required material is collected in the Appendix for the convenience of the reader, and
will be referred to in due course.

Let

�C : O
r
S(X) !OC(X)
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denote the inclusion functor. For each object P 2 C, we denote by P#�C the undercat-
egory of P with respect to �C. Objects in the undercategory are pairs (Q; [u]), where

Q ��Q X is radical, and P
[u]
! Q is a morphism in OC(X). A morphism in P#�C

[g] : (Q; [u]) ! (Q0; [u0])

is determined by a morphism Q
[g]
! Q0 in Or

S(X), such that [g]� [u] = [u0]. Note that,
by Lemma A.18, there is at most one morphism between two objects in P#�C.

The functor �C is said to be right co�nal if the nerve jP#�Cj is contractible for each
P 2 C. The claim that this is indeed the case (Proposition 5.2 below) is the key
ingredient in the proof of Proposition 5.1.

Proposition 5.2. For any p-compact group X, the inclusion functor

Or
S(X)

�
!Oc

S(X)

is right co�nal.

Assuming Proposition 5.2, we now prove Proposition 5.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.1. If C is a collection of subgroups of S which are centric in X,
and C contains all subgroups of S which are radical in X, then by Proposition 5.2 the
inclusion functor

�C : O
r
S(X) !OC(X)

is clearly right co�nal. If (�C; ; �) is a subgroup diagram (where (�C; ) is a realization
of �C, and � : �C ! BX is a natural transformation), then its restriction to Or

S(X)
via �C is also a subgroup diagram, and one has a commutative square

hocolim
Or
S(X)

�C � �C ! hocolim
OC(X)

�C

BX
#

===============BX;
#

where the top row is a mod p equivalence by Theorem A.19.

[I 24] Since the top and the bottom rows of the commutative diagram are mod p
equivalences, the left arrow is a mod p equivalence if and only if the right arrow is.

�

The proof of Proposition 5.2 will occupy the rest of the section. The following
technical lemma is our main tool in an inductive proof of Proposition 5.2.

Lemma 5.3. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S ��S X.
Let P � S be a subgroup which is centric in X, and let

P = P0 � P1 � P2 � � � � � Pj � Pj+1 � � � �Q = colim
j

Pj � S

be a sequence of discrete p-toral subgroups, such that for each j � 0, Pj is a normal
subgroup of �nite index in Pj+1. Then there exists a positive integer j0 such that for
all j � j0 the functor

Q#� ! Pj#�;

induced by the inclusion Pj � Q, is an equivalence of categories. Here, as before,

� : Or
S(X) !Oc

S(X) denotes the inclusion.
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Proof. Let R � S be a subgroup which is radical in X. Then one has a sequence of
maps between the homotopy �xed point spaces (recall that X=R̂ is the homotopy �ber
of the induced map BR^

p ! BX),

(2) (X=R̂)hQ ! : : : ! (X=R̂)hPj+1 ! (X=R̂)hPj ! : : : ! (X=R̂)hP :

Since R is radical, it is also centric by de�nition, and so all homotopy �xed point sets in
the sequence are either empty or homotopically discrete by Proposition 3.6. Since Pj C

Pj+1 for all j, one has (X=R̂)
hPj+1 = ((X=R̂)hPj)h(Pj+1=Pj) by [DW1, Propositions 6.8,

6.9 and Lemma 10.5]. Furthermore, since (X=R̂)hPj is either empty or homotopically
discrete, and the projection from any G-space to the G-set of its connected components
is G-equivariant, we have the following equivalences

((X=R̂)hPj)h(Pj+1=Pj) ' (�0((X=R̂)
hPj))h(Pj+1=Pj) = (�0((X=R̂)

hPj))Pj+1=Pj ;

where the equality follows from the fact that for discrete G-sets homotopy �xed points
and �xed points coincide by de�nition (in the empty case there is nothing to prove).
This shows that all maps in the sequence (2) above induce monomorphisms on sets of
path components.

Since �0((X=R̂)
hP ) is �nite by Proposition 3.6, the induced sequence on sets of

path components has to stabilize above some su�ciently large j(R), depending only
on the isomorphism class of R in Or

S(X). By Proposition 4.4, there are only �nitely
many isomorphism classes of objects in this category. Hence one can de�ne j00 to be the
maximum of all j(R), where R runs over a set of representatives of isomorphism classes
of objects in Or

S(X). Thus, for all j � j00 and all R 2 Or
S(X), one has equivalences

(X=R̂)hPj0 ' (X=R̂)hPj ' (X=R̂)hQ;

[I 25] where the last equivalence follows from tha fact that (X=R̂)hQ ' holim(X=R̂)hPj .

By de�nition of the undercategory, for all j � 0

Obj(Pj#�) =
[

R2Or
S(X)

MorOc
S(X)(Pj; R) =

[

R2Or
S(X)

�0((X=R̂)
hPj):

[I 26] What we just showed implies that the sequence of functors

� � � ! Pj+1#� ! Pj#� ! � � �

stabilizes on objects for all j > j00.

[I 27] It remains to show that the sequence stabilizes on morphism sets. The
morphism set in each of the categories Pj#� and in Q#� , between objects (R; [u]) and
(R0; [u0]), is a subset of MorOr

S(X)(R;R
0), which is �nite for all R;R0 2 Or

S(X) by
Proposition 4.4, and its cardinality depends only on the isomorphism classes of R and
R0 in Or

S(X). Moreover, by Lemma A.18, there is at most one morphism between two
objects in P#� . That is, for every pair of objects (R; [u]) and (R0; [u0]) there exists jR;R0

such that MorQ#� ((R; [u]); (R
0; [u0])) = MorPi#� ((R; [u]); (R

0; [u0])) for all i > jR;R0 .

By Proposition 4.4 again, there are only �nitely many isomorphism classes of objects
in Or

S(X), and so the sequence of functors above must stabilize on morphism sets for
all j > j000 for some su�ciently large j000 . Let j0 = maxfj00; j

00
0g. Then for all j > j0 the

functor Q#� ! Pj#� is an equivalence of categories, as claimed. �

Our next aim is to show that the nerve of the undercategories P#� is mod p-acyclic,
thus proving Proposition 5.2. To achieve this one more step is required.
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Let X be a p-compact group, and let P ��P X be a centric discrete p-toral subgroup.

By Proposition 3.5, we can choose P in its isomorphism class such thatWP
def
= OutS(P )

is a Sylow subgroup of [I 28] W
def
= WX(P ) � Out(P ). Let N = NX(P ) be the

normalizer space for (B�P )
^
p : BP

^
p ! BX and �P : BN ! BX be the natural map

[DW3, De�nition 4.4]. Then there is a diagram

BP^
p

inc
! BN ! BW

@
@
@(B�P )

^
p R 	�

�
�
�P

BX

;

where the row is a �bration, up to homotopy, since the Weyl space WX(P ) is homo-
topically discrete. Moreover, since P is a centric subgroup of S, there is an extension

P ! NS(P )
q
! WP :

For every p-subgroup � � WP , de�ne a discrete p-toral subgroup P� � S of X
by P� = q�1(�). Let �� : (BP�)

^
p ! BX be given by the composition of the map

induced by inclusion P� � NS(P ) � S followed by �S : BS ! BX. Notice that (BP�)
^
p

is given as the pull-back space of the system

(3) BN ! BW  
inc

B�;

and �� is the composition of �P with the obvious map (BP�)
^
p ! BN . Also, by

Lemma 3.7, P� is centric in X since it contains P as a subgroup. Thus the class of the
inclusion P � P� is a morphism in Oc(X).

Let Sp(W ) denote the poset category of all nontrivial p-subgroups of W . Let � �
�0 � Wp be p-subgroups of W and i 2 MorSp(W )(�; �

0). By the universal property of

a pull back (Diagram (3) above), one has an induced map �̂(i) : BP� ! BP�0 , well
de�ned up to homotopy (and hence a corresponding representation [�(i)] : P� ! P�0),

such that �̂(i) � �� ' ��0 . In other words, [�(i)] is a morphism in Oc(X). Moreover,
any representative of [�(i)] restricts to the homotopy class of the identity on P . By
naturality of this construction, for every discrete p-toral subgroup P � S which is
centric in X one gets a functor

� = �P : Sp(W ) !Oc(X)

which takes � � W to P�, and i 2 MorSp(W )(�; �
0) to [�(i)].

Let P � S be a non-radical discrete p-toral subgroup. We de�ne a functor

� : P#� ! Sp(W )

as follows. First notice that if (Q; [h]) is an object in P#� , we can �x a representative
h : P ! Q and de�ne �(Q; [h]) = h�1OutQ(h(P ))h � W . Note that this de�nition
does not depend on the choice of representatives for [h].

Given a morphism [g] : (Q; [h]) ! (Q0; [h0]), and a �xed choice of representatives h
and h0 as above, there is an inclusion �([g]) : h�1OutQ(h(P ))h ! (h0)�1OutQ0(h0(P ))h0

of subgroups of W . Moreover, if P � Q and � = OutQ(P ), then P� = NQ(P ) � Q,
and the composite of P � P� followed by the inclusion in Q is an extension of h up to
conjugacy in Q.

Remark 5.4. Given a morphism [h] 2 MorOS(X)(P;Q), with a �xed representative h,
and a subgroup � �i h

�1OutQ(h(P ))h � W , there is a factorization [h] = [�Q] � [�(i)] �
[�] where �

Q is the inclusion NQ(P ) � Q, and P �� P�.
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Notice that � cannot be de�ned at all if P is radical in X, since in that case (P; [IdP ])
is an object in the over category, and �(P; [IdP ]), as de�ned above, is the trivial sub-
group, which is not an object of Sp(W ).

Lemma 5.5. Given a non-trivial p-subgroup � � W , and a minimal (P�; [h�]) 2 P#�
such that �(P�; h�) = �, there is an isomorphism of categories �#� �= P�#� .

Proof. We will construct functors R : P�#� ! �#� and L : �#� ! P�#� such that
L �R = IdP�#� and R � L = Id�#�.

The objects in �#� are given by (Q; [h]; f) where (Q; [h]) is an object in P#� , and
� �f h�1OutQ(h(P ))h. Given two objects (Q; [h]; f) and (Q0; [h0]; f 0), a morphism
from the �rst to the second is a morphism [g] : (Q; [h]) ! (Q0; [h0]) in P#� such that
�([g]) : h�1OutQ(h(P ))h ! (h0)�1OutQ0(h0(P ))h0 satis�es �([g]) � f = f 0.

De�ne R on objects as follows. For each object (Q; [h]) in P#� �x a representative
h. Given (Q; [g]) in P�#� , one has two objects (P�; [�]) and (Q; [g] � [�]) in P#� ,
where P �� P� is the inclusion, and [g] is a morphism from the �rst to the second.
Applying the functor � de�ned above, one has a morphism in Sp(W ) corresponding to
the inclusion

�([g]) : �(P�; [�]) = OutP�(P ) = � ! g�1OutQ(g(P ))g = �(Q; [�] � [g]):

Thus let R(Q; [g]) = (Q; [g] � [�]; �([g])).

If [h] : (Q; [g]) ! (Q0; [g0]) is a morphism in P�#� , then it is also a morphism in
P#� from (Q; [g] � [�]) to (Q0; [g0] � [�]). Since [h] � [g] = [g0], where all morphisms
are considered in P#� , one has �([h]) � �([g]) = �([g0]), and so [h] is also a morphism
R(Q; [g]) ! R(Q0; [g0]).

The functor L takes (Q; [h]; f) in �#� to (Q; [�Q] � [�(f)]) in P�#� , where �
Q is the

inclusion NQ(P ) � Q, and a morphism [g] : (Q; [h]; f) ! (Q0; [h0]; f 0) to itself. Notice
that the de�nition of L on morphisms makes sense because of the relation pointed out
in Remark 5.4 and Lemma A.18.

>From the construction, L �R = IdP�#� . Finally,

R � L(Q; [h]; [f ]) = (Q; [�Q] � [�(f)] � [�]; �([�
Q] � [�(f)])) = (Q; [h]; [f ]);

since [�Q] � [�(f)] � [�] is a factorization of [h] by Remark 5.4, and �([�Q] � [�(f)]) = f .
Therefore, R � L = Id�#�. �

We are now ready to conclude the section with a proof of Proposition 5.2, and thus
complete the proof of Proposition 5.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.2. [I 30] We have to show that for all discrete centric p-toral
subgroups P � S the undercategories P#� are contractible. We do this by a descending
induction on the dimension of objects in Oc

S(X) (see De�nition 2.1).

For every discrete p-toral radical subgroup P � S of X, the undercategory P#� has
an initial object, and is therefore contractible. Thus, the claim holds for all discrete p-
toral radical subgroups of X, and in particular for any discrete Sylow subgroup (which
is radical by Lemma 3.10).

Let P be an object in C which is not radical. Assume �rst that the claim holds
for every discrete centric p-toral subgroup Q of the same dimension as that of P , and
such that j�0(Q)j > j�0(P )j. In particular we may assume that for every p-subgroup
f1g 6= � � WX(P ), jP�#� j is contractible. By Lemma 5.5 jP�#� j ' j�#�j, and so
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the functor � is right co�nal. Hence jP#� j ' jSp(W )j, and the right hand side is
contractible since W is not p-reduced (see [Q]).

Next, assume that the claim holds for all subgroups whose dimension is strictly larger
than that of P , and that it does not hold for P . By the previous paragraph, there must
exist a non-trivial p-subgroup � � WX(P ), such that jP�#� j is not mod p acyclic. Let

P1
def
= P�;

and notice that P �� P1 is a proper subgroup since � is nontrivial. Repeating this
argument produces a chain of in�nite length

P � P1 � � � � � Pn � � � �

of centric discrete p-toral subgroups. Furthermore, since all Pn have the same cohomo-
logical dimension, and since all homomorphisms Pn ! Pn+1 are proper monomor-

phisms, the order of �0(Pn) must increase strictly with n. Let Q
def
= colimn Pn and

let Q be the resulting subgroup of X. Then, dim(Q) 	 dim(P ) and, by Lemma 5.3,
jQ#� j ' jPn#� j for all su�ciently large values of n . Therefore, the claim can not hold
for Q, which contradicts the induction hypothesis and we have shown that jP#� j is
contractible. �

6. Subgroup ampleness of centric subgroups and centralizer

ampleness of elementary abelian subgroups

This section contains the proof of Theorem C. The core of the proof is a comparison
result between the homotopy type of homotopy colimits over Oc(X) and F e(X)op.

Let X be a p-compact group, and �x a discrete Sylow subgroup S ��S X. We start
by constructing a functor E : Oc

S(X) !F e
S(X)op. Let P � S be a subgroup which is

centric in X. De�ne E(P ) � Z(P ) to be the maximal elementary abelian subgroup of
Z(P ) (see Lemma A.13). Then E(P ) is an elementary abelian subgroup of X via the
inclusion to P followed by P ��P X. The following lemma shows how to de�ne E on
morphisms, and will be useful throughout the section.

Lemma 6.1. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S ��S X. Let
P;Q � S be subgroups which are centric in X. Then for every morphism [h] : P ! Q
in Oc

S(X), there is a unique homomorphism E[h] : E(Q) ! E(P ) such that the dia-
gram

BE(P )
inc
! BP

BE(Q)

BE[h]
"

inc
! BQ

h
#

commutes up to homotopy.

Proof. The morphism [h] can be represented by a homomorphism h : P ! Q, which
is unique up to conjugation in Q. Since h(P ) is centric in Q by Lemma 3.2, Z(h(P )) =
CQ(h(P )) � Z(Q). De�ne E[h] to be the composite

E(Q) � Z(Q) � Z(h(P ))
h�1jZ(h(P ))

! Z(P ):

Since E(P ) and E(Q) are fully characteristic, the image of this composite is in E(P ).
Since conjugation in Q leaves Z(Q) �xed, the de�nition does [I 31] not depend on the
choice of h. Commutativity of the square above is clear, and implies uniqueness. �
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[I 32] Lemma 6.1 provides the de�nition of E on morphisms in Oc
S(X), and shows

that E : Oc
S(X) !F e

S(X)op is well de�ned as a functor (that E respects composition
follows from the uniqueness statement in the lemma). The next proposition provides
a useful identi�cation of overcategories of E.

Proposition 6.2. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S ��S X.
Let E0 � S be an elementary abelian subgroup and let S0 � CX(E0) be a discrete Sylow
subgroup. Then there is an equivalence of categories

�E0 : O
c
S0
(CX(E0)) ! E # E0:

Moreover, this equivalence is natural with respect to morphisms in F e
S(X).

Proof. Fix an elementary abelian subgroup E0 � S and a discrete Sylow subgroup
S0 � CX(E0). By Proposition 2.4, we can assume S0 = CS(E0). Objects in the
overcategory E # E0 are pairs (P; f), where P � S is centric in X, and f : E0 ! E(P )
is a morphism in F e

S(X). A morphism [h] : (P; f) ! (P 0; f 0) is determined by a
morphism [h] : P ! P 0 in Oc

S(X), such that E[h] � f 0 = f in F e
S(X).

If P � S0 is an object in Oc
S0
(CX(E0)), then E0 �jP E(P ). De�ne

�E0(P ) = (P; jP ):

Notice that this is well de�ned, since P � S0 � S is centric in X by Lemma 3.8. For a
morphism [h] : P ! P 0 in Oc

S0
(CX(E0)), let �E0([h]) = [h]. Since [h] also represents

a morphism in Oc
S(X), and since E[h] : E(P 0) ! E(P ) restricted to E0 is the identity

by construction, this is well de�ned.

De�ne a functor TE0 : E#E0 !Oc
S0
(CX(E0)) as follows. Given an object (P; f) in

E#E0, consider the composite

BP
�P! BCX(E(P ))

Bf#

! BCX(E0):

Since S0 is a discrete Sylow subgroup in CX(E0), there exists a subgroup Pf � S0,
unique up to CX(E0)-conjugacy, such that (BPf ; B�Pf ) and (BP;Bf

# � �P ) are isomor-
phic as objects over BCX(E0). For each object (P; f), �x a choice of an isomorphism
(as objects in O(CX(E0))).

[�Pf ] : (Pf ; B�Pf ) ! (P;Bf# � �P ):

De�ne TE0(P; f) = Pf , and for a morphism [h] : (P; f) ! (Q; g) in E#E0, de�ne
TE0([h]) = [��1Qg

] � [h] � [�Pf ]. In particular we may require that if P � S0, then

TE0(P; jP ) = P , and that in that case [�P ] = [1P ]. To see that TE0 is well de�ned is
su�ces to show that the diagram

BP
h

! BQ

BCX(E(P ))

#
E[h]#

! BCX(E(Q))

#

@
@
@
f#

R 	�
�
�g#

BCX(E0)

commutes. Indeed, the triangle commutes since E[h]�g = f , and the rectangle by con-
struction of E[h], and so the diagram is homotopy commutative. Clearly TE0 depends
on the choices made only up to a natural isomorphism.
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Clearly, TE0 � �E0 = 1Oc
S0
(CX(E0)). On the other hand, �E0 � TE0(P; f) = (Pf ; jPf ),

and so to complete the proof we must produce an isomorphism in E#E0 between (P; f)
and (Pf ; jPf ).

But, by Lemma 6.1 one has a commutative diagram of discrete abelian p-toral groups:

E(P )
inc
!Z(P )

�
�
�[f ] �

E0

@
@
@[jPf ] R

E(P 0)

�= E[�Pf ]

"

inc
!Z(P 0)

�=

"

:

Thus [�Pf ] gives the necessary isomorphism, and �E0 is an equivalence of categories as
claimed.

Finally, it follows from the construction that if � 2 HomFe
S(X)(E1; E0), the square

Oc
S0
(CX(E0))

��
!Oc

S1
(CX(E1))

E#E0

�E0#
E#�

! E#E1

�E1#

commutes. Notice that the existence of the functor on centric orbit categories is guar-
anteed by Lemma 3.8. This proves the naturality statement. �

The next proposition is a key ingredient in our analysis, as it sets the ground for an
inductive proof of the equivalence of statements (i) and (ii) in Theorem C. Recall that
	: F e

S(X)op ! Sp is the functor that takes a subgroup E � S to the mapping space
Map(BE;BX)�, where � is the composite BE ! BS ! X, and a morphism to
the induced map.

Proposition 6.3. Let X be a p-compact group with a discrete Sylow subgroup S ��S X.
Assume that for every [I 33] nontrivial elementary abelian p-subgroup E0 � S, and any
discrete Sylow subgroup S0 of CX(E0), the collection of all subgroups of S0 which are
centric in CX(E0) is subgroup-ample for CX(E0). Let (�; ; �) be a subgroup diagram
for X, where

�: Oc
S(X) ! Sp;

and let E : Oc
S(X) !F e

S(X)op be the functor constructed above, and let LE(�) denote
the left homotopy Kan extension of � along E. Then, there exists a natural transfor-
mation � : LE(�) ! 	 such that the triple

(LE(�); �; LE(�))

is a centralizer diagram for X naturally equivalent to the standard centralizer diagram
(	; 1; ev).

Proof. The left Kan extension is de�ned as follows

LE(�)(E0) = hocolim
E#E0

�:

Given an object (P; f) in E#E0, since f(E0) is a central subgroup of P , there is a map

BE0 � �(P )
�(Bf�Id)

! �(P )
�(P )
! BX;
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where � is induced by group multiplication, and this map is natural with respect to
morphisms in E#E0. By adjointness, we get a map

�(E0) : LE(�)(E0) ! Map(BE0; BX)�

where � is the composite BE0 ! BS0 ! BS ! X. Moreover, this construction in
natural in F e

S. That is, given � 2 HomFe
S(X)(E0; E1), the functor �

] : E#E1 ! E#E0,
induces a commutative diagram

BE0 � �(P )
�(B(f��)�Id)

! �(P )
�(P )
! BX

BE1 � �(P )

B��id
#

�(Bf�Id)
! �(P )

=
#

�(P )
! BX:

=
#

Summarizing, we have de�ned a natural transformation � : LE(�) ! BCX(�).

Finally, the morphism BE0��(P )
�(Bf�Id)

! �(P )
�(P )
! BX induces a commutative

diagram

BE0 � LE(�)(E0)
�(Bf�Id)

! LE(�)(E0)

BX

�(Bf�LE(�)(E0))
#

Id
! BX:

LE(�)(E0)
#

which, by adjointness, shows the compatibility of both diagrams over X.

LE(�)(E0)
id
! LE(�)(E0)

BCX(E0)

�(E0)
#

ev
! BX:

LE(�)
#

It remains to check that LE(�) is a centralizer diagram. By Proposition 6.2, the
functor �E0 induces a homotopy equivalence

hocolim
Oc
S0
(CX(E0))

��
E0
(�) ' hocolim

E#E0
�:

Notice that ��
E0
(�) de�nes a natural transformation between ��

E0
(�) and 1BCX(E0).

Therefore, ��
E0
(�) is a subgroup diagram for BCX(E0) which, by hypothesis, is a

decomposition. This shows that � is an equivalence between LE(�) and 	, and so that
LE(�) is a centralizer diagram for BX. �

We are now ready to prove the equivalence of statements (i) and (ii) in Theorem
C. The following proposition claims the equivalence of two more general statements,
which implies the equivalence claimed in the theorem. The proposition makes use of
the concept of the order jXj of a p-compact group X, i.e., the pair (dX ; oX), where dX
is the cohomological dimension of X, and oX = j�0(X)j. (See De�nition A.5). These
pairs are ordered lexicographically.

Proposition 6.4. Fix an ordered pair of nonnegative integers (d; o). Then the following
statements are equivalent.

(i) For every p-compact group X with a discrete Sylow subgroup S, such that jXj �
(d; o), the collection of all subgroups of S which are centric in X is subgroup
ample.
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(ii) For every p-compact group X with a discrete Sylow subgroup S, such that jXj �
(d; o), the collection of all elementary abelian subgroups 1 6= E � S is centralizer
ample.

Proof. (i))(ii): Fix a p-compact group X of order jXj � (d; o) with a discrete Sylow
subgroup S � X. For any elementary abelian subgroup E � S, jCX(E)j � (d; o)
(see Lemma A.6). Hence, assumption (i) applied to CX(E) for any elementary abelian
E � S is that for any discrete Sylow subgroup S 0 � CX(E), the collection of all
subgroups Q � S 0 which are centric in CX(E) is subgroup ample. Thus the hypotheses
of Lemma 6.3 are satis�ed, and it follows that if � is a subgroup diagram for X with
respect to the collection of all P � S which are centric inX, then the left Kan extension
LE(�) is a centralizer diagram for X with respect to all elementary abelian subgroups
E � S. Furthermore, one has a commutative diagram

(4)

hocolim
Oc
S(X)

� ' hocolim
Fe
S(X)op

LE(�)
�

'
! hocolim

Fe
S(X)op

Map(�; BX)�

BX

�
#

==========BX

LE(�)
#

===============BX;

ev
#

where the �rst equivalence is given by the property of the left homotopy Kan extension
with respect to homotopy colimits (see [HV, x4]). Hence if � is a subgroup decom-
position of X, then LE(�) is a centralizer decomposition. In particular, assuming (i)
for X, every subgroup diagram for X with respect to the collection of all subgroups
P � S which are centric in X, is a subgroup decomposition. Hence (ii) holds for X.

(ii))(i): Notice �rst that for �nite p-groups P (i.e., p-compact groups of cohomological
dimension 0), (i) and (ii) hold independently of each other ([I 34] since in this situation
the fusion category has an initial object E � Z(P ), and the orbit category has a
terminal object P ).

Assume by induction that (ii))(i) for all p-compact groups Y such that jY j < (d; o).
Let X be a p-compact group of order (d; o), and assume (ii) holds for X. We must
show that (i) hold for X as well.

Consider �rst the special case whereX is centerfree. With this assumption jCX(E)j <
jXj by Lemma A.6, for any nontrivial elementary abelian subgroup E � S. For a �xed
elementary abelian subgroup E � S, assumption (ii), applied to CX(E) is that for
any discrete Sylow subgroup S 0 � CX(E) the collection of all nontrivial elementary
abelian subgroups F � S 0 is centralizer ample for CX(E). By induction hypothesis,
the collection of all subgroups Q � S 0 which are centric in CX(E) is subgroup ample.
Let �: Oc

S(X) ! Sp be a subgroup diagram, which exists by Proposition B, and let
LE(�) denote the left Kan extension of � along E. The hypotheses of Proposition 6.3
are satis�ed, and it follows that LE(�) is a centralizer diagram for X with respect to
the collection of all elementary abelian subgroups F � S. Assumption (ii) applied to
X is that this collection is centralizer ample, and so there are homotopy equivalences
over BX (see diagram 4)

hocolim
Oc
S(X)

� ' hocolim
Fe
S(X)op

LE(�) ' BX:

[I 35] The �rst equivalence follows again by the property of the left homotopy Kan
extension [HV, x4] with respect to homotopy colimits, and the second by ampleness of
the collection of elementary abelian p-subgroups. This shows that the collection of all
subgroups P � S which are centric in X is subgroup ample and completes the proof
in this case.
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Let X be an arbitrary p-compact group of order (d; o). By Proposition 5.1, the
collection of all subgroups P � S which are centric in X is subgroup ample if and
only if the collection of all subgroups of S which are radical in X is subgroup ample.
By Proposition A.12, X is an extension of a centerfree p-compact group X 0 by a p-
compact toral group K. Let S 0 be a discrete Sylow subgroup for X 0. By Proposition
4.3, it su�ces to show that the collection of all subgroups P 0 � S 0 which are radical
in X 0 is subgroup ample, which is equivalent to the statement that the collection of all
subgroups of S 0 which are centric in X 0 is subgroup ample, by Proposition 5.1 again.
But jX 0j � jXj and X 0 is centerfree, in which case we have already proven the claim.
This completes the proof in the general case. �

Appendix A. p-compact groups

A p-compact group is a triple (X;BX; e) such that X is Fp-�nite, BX is pointed
and p-complete, and e : X ! 
BX is a homotopy equivalence. The space BX is
called the classifying space of X.

Homomorphisms. A homomorphism f : X ! Y of p-compact groups f : X ! Y is
a pointed map Bf : BX ! BY between their classifying spaces. The homotopy �bre
of Bf is denoted by Y=f(X).

De�nition A.1. A homomorphism of p-compact groups f : X ! Y is said to be

� a monomorphism if Y=f(X) is Fp-�nite,
� an epimorphism if Y=f(X) is the classifying space of a p-compact group, and
� an isomorphism if Bf is an homotopy equivalence.

A short exact sequence of p-compact groups is a sequence of homomorphisms X
f
!

Y
g
! Z such that BX

Bf
! BY

Bg
! BZ is a �bration, up to homotopy. Such a short exact

sequence is also called an extension of Z by X.

The behavior of monomorphisms and epimorphisms between p-compact groups with
respect to composition was considered in several papers (e.g. [DW1, DW3, MN]). The
following Lemma gives a summary for future reference.

Lemma A.2. Let X
g
! Y

f
! Z be homomorphisms of p-compact groups.

(i) If f � g is a monomorphism, then g is a monomorphism.
(ii) If g is a monomorphism and f �g is an epimorphism, then f is an epimorphism.
(iii) If f is a monomorphism and an epimorphism then it is an isomorphism.

Proof. (i) is implicit in [DW1, Theorem 7.3] and [MN, Theorem 2.17]. For (iii), see
[DW1, Remark 3.3]. To prove (ii), consider the following diagram of �brations


(Z=f(Y )) ! Y=g(X) ! BK

�
#

! BX
#

=
! BX
#

Z=f(Y )

#
! BY

g
#

f
! BZ

f�g
#
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where Y=g(X) is Fp �nite since g is a monomorphism and K is a p-compact group
since the composite f � g is an epimorphism. The space Z=f(Y ) is p-complete, being
the homotopy �bre of a map between p-complete spaces, and 
(Z=f(Y )) is Fp �nite by
inspection of the Serre spectral sequence of the �bration K ! 
(Z=f(Y ))! Y=g(X).
Hence, Z=f(Y ) is the classifying space of a p-compact group, which means that f is
an epimorphism. �

Subgroups, Maximal Tori, and Sylow Subgroups. One of the most important
concepts in this paper is that of a subgroup.

De�nition A.3. A subgroup of a p-compact group X, is a pair (Y; �), where Y is a
p-compact group, and � : BY ! BX is a monomorphism.

A p-compact torus of rank n is a p-compact group T , such that

BT ' K((Z^p )
n; 2) ' (B(Z=p1Z)n)^p ;

where Z=p1 is the direct limit of all cyclic groups Z=pr under inclusion. The group
(Z=p1Z)n is called a p-discrete torus or a discrete approximation for T (where the
prime p is understood). A maximal torus of a p-compact group X is a subgroup
(TX ; �), where TX is a p-compact torus, which is maximal in the sense that if (T; �)
is any other subgroup with T a p-compact torus, then there exists a homomorphism
k : T ! TX such that � ' � � k.

Theorem A.4. [DW1, Theorem. 8.13] Any p-compact group admits a maximal torus
unique up to conjugacy.

The next useful concepts we introduce are those of the order of a p-compact group,
and the index of a subgroup.

De�nition A.5. Let X be a p-compact group. De�ne the order of X to be the pair
(dX ; oX), where dX is the mod-p cohomological dimension of X and oX is the order of
its group of components. The order of X is denoted by jXj. If Y is another p-compact
group, then we say jY j � jXj if [I 36] dY < dX or if dY = dX and oY � oX . More
generally, if Y � X is a subgroup, de�ne the index of Y in X, denoted as usual jX : Y j,
to be the pair (dX=Y ; oX=Y ), where dX=Y is the mod-p cohomological dimension of X=Y ,
and oX=Y the order of the set of components of X=Y . Thus jXj = jX : 1j. We say
that Y is a subgroup of X of �nite index, or of index n, if jX : Y j = (0; n) for some n
(essentially �nite).

Similarly, for a compact Lie group G, de�ne the order jGj of G to be the pair (dG; oG),

where dG is the dimension of G, and oG
def
= j�0(G)j. Lexicographical ordering, as above,

endows the class of all compact Lie groups with a linear order.

The next lemma shows that the order behaves as one would expect under taking
subgroups.

Lemma A.6. Let X be a p-compact group and let Y �� X be a subgroup. Then
jY j � jXj with equality holding if and only if � is an isomorphism.

Proof. By [DW1, Proposition 6.15], dX = dY + dX=Y . Hence dY � dX with equality
if and only if dX=Y = 0, i.e., if and only if X=Y is homotopically discrete. By [DW1,
Remark. 6.16] this is the case if and only if � induces a homotopy equivalence between
Y and a union of components of X, or equivalently if and only if oY � oX . Hence
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jY j � jXj and equality holds if and only if � is a homotopy equivalence, i.e., an
isomorphism of p-compact groups. �

A p-compact toral group is a p-compact group P , which is an extension of a �nite
p-group � by a p-compact torus. An important family of p-compact toral subgroups of
any p-compact group is the collection of its maximal p-compact toral subgroups, which
behaves in many ways like Sylow p-subgroups do in a �nite group.

De�nition A.7. [I 37] A Sylow subgroup of a p-compact group X is a p-compact
toral subgroup S �� X, which is maximal in the sense that every other p-compact toral
subgroup P �� X factors through it. In other words, there exists a homomorphism

BP
f
! BS, such that � � f ' �.

Notice that a Sylow subgroup of X is unique up to conjugacy. Since the prime p is
�xed and since a p-compact toral group is in general not a p-group, we omit the prime
p from the terminology and use \Sylow subgroup", rather than \Sylow p-subgroup".

By [DW2, Proposition 2.10] the p-normalizer [I 38] Np(T ) of the maximal torus in
a p-compact group X is a subgroup such that �(X=Np(T )) is relatively prime to p, and
by Proposition 2.14 in the same paper Np(T ) is a Sylow subgroup of X in the sense
de�ned here. With the existence of at least one Sylow subgroup granted, the following
lemma demonstrates the analogy of our concept with Sylow p-subgroups in the usual
sense.

Lemma A.8. Let X be a p-compact group, and let P �� X be a p-compact toral
subgroup. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) (P; �) is a Sylow subgroup in X.
(ii) The Euler characteristic �(X=P ) is not divisible by p.
(iii) (P; �) is a p-compact toral subgroup of maximal order.

Proof. The implication (ii))(i) is [DW2, Proposition 2.14]. Conversely, if (P; �) is
a Sylow subgroup for X, then (P; �) is conjugate to Np(T ), and hence �(X=P ) =
�(X=Np(T ), which is relatively prime to p, by [M2, Theorem 1.2].

Next we prove (i))(iii). Let (P; �) be a Sylow subgroup of X, and let Q �� X be
any other p-compact toral subgroup. Then, by de�nition, there is a monomorphism
f : BQ ! BP , and by Lemma A.5 jQj � jP j, so P is a subgroup of maximal order.

Finally we show (iii))(i). Let (P; �) be a p-compact toral subgroup of X of maximal
order, and let (Q; �) be a Sylow subgroup. Then there is a monomorphism f : P ! Q,
such that � � f ' �. But, by the previous argument, jP j � jQj, and so by maximality
jP j = jQj, and f is an isomorphism. This shows that (P; �) is also a Sylow subgroup.

�

Centralizers and Centers. Let X be a p-compact group and let Y �� X be a
subgroup. The centralizer of (Y; �) in X is de�ned to be the loop space of the space

BCX(Y; �)
def
= Map(BY;BX)�:

Proposition A.9. Let P �� X be a p-compact toral subgroup of a p-compact group
X. Then CX(P; �) is a p-compact group.

Proof. [DW1, Proposition 5.1, and Proposition 6.1] �
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Next we de�ne the center of a p-compact group.

De�nition A.10. A subgroup Z �� X is central if CX(Z) �= X, or in other words if
ev : Map(BZ;BX)� ! BX is a homotopy equivalence. A central subgroup of X is said
to be the center of X, if every other central subgroup factors through it. A p-compact
group X is said to be centerfree if it has no nontrivial central subgroup.

For a p-compact group X, Dwyer and Wilkerson showed that

Z(X) = 
Map(BX;BX)id

is an abelian p-compact toral group and has the property that the evaluation map
BZ(X) ! BX is, up to homotopy, a �nal object among all central monomorphisms
into X [DW2, Theorems 1.2, 1.3]. Thus, whenever we say \the center of X", we mean
the subgroup (Z(X); ev). Notice that X is centerfree if and only if Z(X) is weakly
contractible.

Remark A.11. If the Sylow subgroup S of a p-compact group X is central, then
they are equivalent since the p-compact group quotient X=Z(X) is trivial (there are
no non-trivial maps BZ=p! B(X=Z(X))).

The following lemma is useful in reducing certain claims to the centerfree case. [I 39]
The notion of an extension of p-compact groups was de�ned in De�nition 4.1.

Lemma A.12. Every p-compact group X is an extension of a centerfree p-compact
group by a p-compact toral group.

Proof. For a p-compact groupX we denote byX0 the component of the identity element
and by � = �0(X) the group of components. The canonical �bration

BX0 ! BX ! B�

is classi�ed by a map B�
�
! BAut(BX0). Note that BX0 is the 1-connected cover

of BX where the fundamental group � of BX acts freely.

Let Z0 = Z(X0) be the center, and let X 0
0 = X0=Z0 be the centerfree quotient of

X0 (see [DW2, Theorem 6.3]). The classifying space of BX 0
0 is described by the Borel

construction of the action of the topological group BZ0 on Map(BZ0; BX0)�,

BX 0
0 ' (Map(BZ0; BX0)�)hBZ0 :

The fundamental group acts freely on Map(BZ0; BX0)�, so Map(BZ0; BX0)�=� ' BX.
Consider BX 0 to be the p-compact group B(X=Z0) = (Map(BZ0; BX0)�)hBZ0=�. There
is a commutative diagram of extensions of p-compact groups

BX0 ! BX ! B�

BX 0
0

#

! BX 0

#

! B�

=
#
:

IfX 0 is centerfree, we are done, as we have presentedX as an extension of a centerfree
p-compact group by Z0, and abelian p-compact group (in particular p-compact toral).
Otherwise, let Z 0 = Z(X 0) be the center of X 0. Since X 0

0 is centerfree, the composite
BZ 0 ! BX 0 ! B� is a monomorphism, and Z 0 is a central subgroup of �. Taking
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the quotients ofX 0 and � by Z 0 gives a commutative diagram of extensions of p-compact
groups

BX 0
0 ! BX 0 ! B�

BX 0
0

=
#

! BX1

#
! B�1

#
;

where j�1j � j�j. Notice that the homotopy �bre of the homomorphism BX ! BX1

is an extension of Z 0, which is a �nite abelian p-group, by Z0 which is an abelian p-
compact group. Thus the homotopy �bre is the classifying space of a p-compact toral
group.

If X1 is centerfree, the proof is complete. Otherwise, divide X1 by its center, which
by the same argument as above is also a central subgroup of �1, to obtain an extension
X2 of a �nite p-group �2, with j�2j � j�1j, by X 0

0, and such that the homotopy �bre
of the projection BX ! BX2 is the classifying space of a p-compact toral group.
Applying this process repeatedly yields in �nitely many steps (since � is �nite) a p-
compact group quotient Y of X, such that Y is centerfree, and the homotopy �bre of
the projection BX ! BY is the classifying space of a p-compact toral group. �

Next, we consider the maximal central elementary abelian subgroup of a p-compact
group.

Lemma A.13. Any p-compact group X admits a maximal central elementary abelian
subgroup E(X).

Proof. Since Z(X) is an abelian p-compact toral group, it admits a maximal elementary
abelian p-subgroup of E(X) �� Z(X).

The subgroup (E(X); �) is clearly maximal in the sense that if F �� X is any other
central elementary abelian p-subgroup of X, then � factors up to homotopy through
BE(X). This follows from the fact that (Z(X); ev) is a �nal object among all central
subgroups ([DW2, Proposition 1.2]) �

Remark A.14. Notice that the symbol E(X) is used elsewhere to denote a functor.
The reader should not be confused by this abuse of notation. If X is a p-compact toral
group and �X is a discrete approximation, then the algebraic center of �X is a discrete
approximation for the center of X. With this setup, it is possible to de�ne E(X)
canonically. We choose to use the same symbol here to emphasize that it is practically
the same construction we discuss here, but without specifying discrete approximations.

Remark A.15. Let Y �� X be a subgroup, let E(Y ) � Z(Y ) denote a maximal central
elementary abelian subgroup and consider the maps � and � given by the composites

�
def
=

�
BY �BE(Y ) ! BY �BZ(Y )

mult
! BY

�
! BX

�

and

�
def
=

�
E(Y ) !Z(Y ) ! Y

�
! X

�
:

Then the map ad(�) : BY ! Map(BE(Y ); BX)� makes the following diagram ho-
motopy commutative

BY
ad(�)

!Map(BE(Y ); BX)�

@
@
@� R 	�

�
�
ev

BX
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Thus Y � CX(E(Y )) � X is a factorization of Y �� X.

Homotopy �xed points. For a group G and a G-space Z, we denote by ZhG the
homotopy �xed point space of Z under the action of G, i.e., the space MapG(EG;Z),
where EG is a free contractible G-space, or equivalently the space of sections of the
Borel construction

ZhG
def
= Z �G EG ! ��GEG = BG:

A proxy action of G on Z is a space W homotopy equivalent to Z together with an
action of G on W (see [DW1, Section 10]). Standard constructions on G-spaces can
be de�ned for proxy actions. In [DW1, Lemma 10.4], Dwyer and Wilkerson show that
given a �bration p : E ! BG, there is a proxy action of G on the homotopy �ber F
of p such that F hG is homotopy equivalent to the space of sections of p. [I 40] The
notions of proxy actions and homotopy �xed points are de�ned analogously when G is
a p-compact group.

In this context, given a subgroup Y �� X, one can replace � by a �bration and
consider a proxy action of X on the homogeneous space X=Y . If Z �� X is an-
other subgroup, considering the pullback �bration, one can easily identify the space of
homotopy �xed points (X=Y )hZ with the homotopy �ber of

Map(BZ;BY )fg ! Map(BZ;BX)�

where fg is the set of components which are homotopic to � when composed with �.
In particular, there is an epimorphism

�0((X=Y )
hZ) � HomO(X)((Z; �); (Y; �)):

Proposition A.16. [I 41] Let X be a p-compact group, and Q � X be p-compact
toral subgroup of X. Given an increasing sequence P0 � P1 � � � � � P = colimn Pn of
discrete p-toral groups, there exists an N > 0 such that (X=Q)hP ' (X=Q)hPi for any
i > N .

Proof. Let Tn be the kernel of the composite Pn ! �P ! �, where � = �0(BP
^
p ).

Then �T
def
= colimn Tn is a maximal discrete p-torus of P , and for a su�ciently large n,

the map Pn ! � is an epimorphism. For each n one has a map

(X=Q)hP ' ((X=Q)hT )h� ! ((X=Q)hTn)h� ' (X=Q)hPn :

Hence, if we show that for n su�ciently large the map (X=Q)hTn ! (X=Q)hT is an
equivalence, then the lemma holds for all p-compact toral groups.

Thus assume P = T , a p-compact torus, and notice that it is enough to consider
the case in which �T = colimTn is a p-discrete approximation. Let �n be the restriction
of �T : BT ! BX to BTn. Then, there is a homotopy commutative diagram of
�brations [I 41]

(5)

(X=Q)hTn+1 ! (X=Q)hTn

Map(BTn+1; BQ)f�n+1g

#
inc]

!Map(BTn; BQ)f�ng

#

Map(BTn+1; BX)�n+1

�Q]
#

inc]

!Map(BTn; BX)�n

�Q]
#
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where f�kg is the set of homotopy classes of maps BTk
f
! BQ, such that �Q � f ' �k.

Notice that the sets f�kg are �nite sets, since by [DW1, Theorem 4.6, and Theorem
5.8], (X=Q)hTk is Fp-�nite for all k.

Next we show that, for n su�ciently large, the map between the total spaces in the
diagram above induces a monomorphism on the sets of components. This is equivalent
to the claim that, if f; g : BTn+1 ! BQ are two maps whose homotopy classes are
contained in f�n+1g, and such that their restriction to BTn are homotopic, then f ' g.
In other words, if f and g are as above and both render the diagram

BTn
�n
! BQ

�
�
�f
g

�

BTn+1

j
#

�n+1
! BX

�Q
#

homotopy commutative, then f ' g.

Apply the functor Map(Tn;�) to the diagram above. Since ; Tn and Tn+1 are abelian,
this gives a homotopy commutative diagram

BTn
�n]
! BCQ(Tn)

�
�
�f#
g#

�

BTn+1

j]
#

hn+1]
! BCX(Tn)

�Q]
#

:

For n su�ciently large, the map BCX(Tn+1) ! BCX(Tn) is an equivalence by [DW1,
Propsition 6.18], and hence the composite

BTn+1 ! BCX(Tn+1) ! BCX(Tn)

is central. By [DW2, Lemma 6.5] it now follows that f] ' g] and hence that f ' g
[I 43] by evaluation.

We have thus shown that, for n su�ciently large, the map between total spaces in
Diagram (5) above induces a monomorphism on path components. Hence the sequence
of path components stabilizes, and is equal to the set f�Tg which is �nite. By [DW1,
Proposition 6.18] again, the map between [I 44] components of total spaces in the
diagram is a homotopy equivalence for n su�ciently large. Hence for such an n, the
induced map on homotopy �bres is a homotopy equivalence, and the result follows. �

Corollary A.17. [I 45] For any p-compact toral subgroups P �� X and Q �� X,
(X=Q)hP is Fp-�nite and �((X=Q)hP ) � �(X=Q) mod p. In particular, MorO(X)(P;Q)
is �nite.

If P is centric, then (X=Q)hP is either empty or it is homotopically discrete. If X
is p-compact toral and P is a proper subgroup of X, then the group AutO(X)(P ) is a
non-trivial �nite p-group.

Proof. [I 46] By Proposition A.16, applied to a discrete approximation �P = colimPn
of P , (X=Q)hP ' (X=P )hK , for some �nite p-group K. By [DW1, Proposition 5.8], for
every subgroup L � K, each component of (X=Q)hL is p-complete. Hence by [DW1,
Theorem 4.6] (X=Q)hP ' (X=Q)hK is Fp-�nite and �((X=Q)hP ) � �(X=Q) mod p.
The map

�0((X=Q)
hP ) � HomO(X)((P; �); (Q; �))
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induced by the �bration

(X=Q)hP ! Map(BP;BQ)f�g ! Map(BP;BX)�;

where f�g = HomO(X)((P; �); (Q; �)), is exhaustive. This shows that HomO(X)((P; �); (Q; �))
is �nite since �0((X=Q)

hP ) is so.

Assume now that P is centric. The homotopy �bre of the map

�# : Map(BP;BQ)f�g ! Map(BP;BX)�

is (X=Q)hP by [DW1, Lemma 10.4], and �# is a homotopy equivalence on each compo-
nent by Lemma 3.2. Hence (X=Q)hP is homotopically discrete, and the morphism set
MorO(X)((P; �); (Q; �)), given by the set of components f�g, is in 1�1 correspondence
with the set of components �0((X=Q)

hP ). The identi�cation with the automorphism
group of P in OS(X) is immediate.

If X is p-compact toral and S
�
! X is a discrete approximation, by Proposition

3.5 and Proposition 2.6 , WX(P ) is a �nite p-group isomorphic to NS(P )=P = (S=P )P ,
which is non-trivial since �((X=Q)hP ) � �(X=Q) mod p. �

Finally, an interesting observation on morphisms in the orbit category of a p-compact
group.

Lemma A.18. Let X be a p-compact group X, with a discrete Sylow subgroup S � X.
[I 47] Then every morphism in Oc

S(X) is an epimorphism in the categorical sense, i.e.,
if P;Q;R � S are objects, and [f ] : P ! Q, and [g]; [h] : Q ! R are morphisms
such that [g] � [f ] = [h] � [f ], then [g] = [h].

Proof. By Proposition 3.6, since all subgroups in question are centric in X, it su�ces
to show that for P , Q, R and f as above, the induced map

(6) (X=R̂)hQ
f�

! (X=R̂)hP

is injective on components. From now on, we identify P as a subgroup of Q. Let T � Q
denote the maximal torus in Q. Let Tr � T denote the subgroup of all elements of
order at most pr. Then

P � P � T1 � : : : P � Tr � : : : P � T � Q

all inclusions are of (�nite) p-power index, and all subgroups are centric in X. Hence
the sequence can be re�ned to a sequence of inclusions

(7) P = P0 � P1 � : : : � P � T = Q0 � Q1 � : : : Qs = Q;

where each subgroup is normal of p-power index in the following one (and is centric in
X). Hence the map (6) can be re�ned into a sequence

(X=R̂)hP0  (X=R̂)hP1  � � � (X=R̂)hQ0  � � � (X=R̂)hQ:

By Proposition A.16 there exists n > 0 big enough such that (X=R̂)hPi  
'

(X=R̂)hQ0

for all i > N . Now, let Ui C Ui+1 be any two consecutive groups in the sequence (7).
Then

(X=R̂)hUi+1 ' ((X=R̂)hUi)h(Ui+1=Ui) ' �0((X=R̂)
hUi)Ui+1=Ui ;

where the last equivalence follows since (X=R̂)hUi is homotopically discrete, and the
projection to its set of component is equivariant. This shows that each map in the
re�nement of (6) is a monomorphism, and hence that the map (6) itself is a monomor-
phism. �
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Some categorical constructions. A standard reference for this material is [HV].

Let F : C ! D be a functor between small categories. For an object d 2 D, the
undercategory d#F is the category with objects given by pairs (c; �), where c is an
object in C, and � : F (c) ! d is a morphism in D. A morphism (c; �) ! (c0; �0)
in d#F is a morphism ' : c ! c0 in C, such that �0 �F (') = �. The functor F is said
to be right co�nal (resp. mod p right co�nal) if the nerve of the undercategory d#F
is contractible (resp. mod p acyclic) for every object d in D. The overcategory F#d is
de�ned by analogy, and F is said to be left co�nal (resp. mod p left co�nal) if F#d is
contractible (resp. mod p acyclic) for every d 2 D.

Theorem A.19. If F : C ! D is right co�nal (resp. mod p right co�nal) and
� : D ! Sp is any functor then the induced map [I 49]

hocolim
C

� � F ! hocolim
D

�

is a homotopy equivalence (resp. mod p homology equivalence).

The mod p right co�nality statement in Theorem A.19 can be easily obtained by
adapting the proof in [HV].

Let C
F
!D be a functor between small categories, and let C

�
! Sp be any functor.

The left homotopy Kan extension of � along F is the functor LF (�) : D ! Sp de�ned
on objects by

LF (�)(d)
def
= hocolim

F#d
� � �;

where � : F#d ! C is the obvious functor taking (c; �) to c. The left homotopy Kan
extension has the property that there is a natural homotopy equivalence

hocolim
D

LF (�) ' hocolim
C

F:

Appendix B. Subgroup decompositions for classifying spaces of

compact Lie groups

The main theorem of this paper is the existence of a subgroup homology decom-
position for p-compact groups with respect to the collection of all their radical sub-
groups. The �rst such decomposition was constructed for classifying space of compact
Lie groups by Jackowski, McClure and Oliver [JMO]. In this appendix we show that
our main theorem is in fact a generalization of the Jackowski-McClure-Oliver result.
By this we mean that the orbit category of radical subgroups, as de�ned in [JMO] is
equivalent to the orbit category of radical subgroups constructed in this paper from
the homotopy type of the respective p-completed classifying space. Furthermore, the
decomposition functor constructed in this paper, and the one used in [JMO] also coin-
cide up to homotopy, as we explain below. We start by recalling the basic construction
from [JMO].

For a compact Lie group G, the orbit category Op(G) is a category whose objects are
G-orbits G=P , where P � G is a p-toral subgroup, and whose morphisms are G-maps
G=P ! G=Q. The morphism set MorOp(G)(G=P;G=Q) can be identi�ed with the
�xed point set (G=Q)P . We call this category "the group theoretic orbit category of
all p-toral subgroups of G". Let Or(G) � Op(G) denote the full subcategory whose
objects are orbits G=P , where P � G is a p-toral p-radical subgroup of G, i.e. those
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subgroups P whose Weyl group WG(P )
def
= NG(P )=P is �nite and p-reduced. There is

a functor

�g : O
r(G) ! Sp;

which takes an orbit G=P to the homotopy orbit space (G=P )hG
def
= G=P �G EG,

and a G-map G=P ! G=Q to the induced map. Furthermore, the obvious natural
transformation from the forgetful functor Or(G) ! G-Sp to the constant functor
with value a point induces a natural transformation � : �g ! 1BG. Thus one gets a
map

�� : hocolim
Or(G)

�g ! BG;

which by [JMO] is a mod-p equivalence.

If G is a compact Lie group and �0(G) is a �nite p-group, then G^
p is a p-compact

group with classifying space B(G^
p ) ' (BG)^p . The orbit category, as de�ned in this

paper, is called "the homotopy theoretic orbit category of all p-toral subgroups of G".
Our aim is to show that the group theoretic orbit category of p-radical subgroups of
G is equivalent to the orbit category of radical subgroups of G^

p . We will also observe
that this claim fails if one does not restrict to p-radical subgroups.

Let

'G : O
r(G) !Op(G

^
p )

be the functor taking an object G=Q to the p-compact toral subgroup (Q^
p ; �Q), where

�Q : BQ
^
p ! BG^

p is the p-completion of the map

BQ ' (G=Q)hG ! �hG = BG:

For a morphism G=Q
a
! G=Q0 in Or(G), 'G(a) is de�ned to be the homotopy class

of the induced map.

The proof of the following proposition is given later at the end of the appendix.

Proposition B.1. Let G be a compact Lie group such that �0(G) is a �nite p-group.
Then, the functor 'G takes values in Or(G^

p ) and

'G : O
r(G) !Or(G^

p )

is an equivalence of categories.

Let �: Or(G^
p ) ! Sp be any subgroup decomposition functor, and consider the

composite functor � � 'G on Or(G). By Proposition B.1, Or(G) can be identi�ed
with Or(G^

p ), and the functors (�g)
^
p and � � 'G are clearly subgroup diagrams on

it. By Proposition B of the Introduction, these two functors are naturally homotopy
equivalent. Hence, one obtains a homotopy equivalence

hocolim
Or(G)

(�g)
^
p ' hocolim

Or(G)
� � 'G:

This shows that our decomposition, restricted to the class of p-compact groups which
arise as the p-completed classifying spaces of appropriate Lie groups, coincides with
the Jackowski-McClure-Oliver decomposition, up to p-completion.

The following two lemmas are needed for the proof of Proposition B.1. Recall that
a p-toral group is an extension of a �nite p-group � by a torus T = (S1)n for some
n � 0. A space X is said to be p-good if the completion map X ! X^

p is a mod-p
equivalence.
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Lemma B.2. Let Q be a p-toral compact Lie group and K a p-good �nite Q-complex.
Then, (KQ)^p ' (K^

p )
h(Q^

p ).

Proof. By the generalized Sullivan conjecture for p-toral compact Lie groups [N1],
the map KQ ! (K^

p )
hQ is a mod-p equivalence. Hence, we have to show that

(K^
p )

hQ ' (K^
p )

h(Q^
p ). As homotopy �xed point sets, these spaces are given as the �bre

of the left and right vertical arrows in the diagram

Map(BQ; (K^
p )hQ)fidg

l�
!Map(BQ; (K^

p )h(Q^
p ))flg 

l�

'
Map(BQ^

p ; (K
^
p )h(Q^

p ))fidg

Map(BQ;BQ)id

��
#

l�
!Map(BQ;BQ^

p )l

��
#

 
l�

'
Map(BQ^

p ; BQ
^
p )id;

��
#

where l denotes the completion map BQ ! BQ^
p , and the map � denotes, in each

case, the map induced by the projection from the homotopy orbit space to the respective
classifying space. Since (K^

p )h(Q^
p ) and BQ

^
p are p-complete, both arrows marked l� are

homotopy equivalences, and so the homotopy �bres of the right and middle vertical
arrows are equivalent. The left square arises by applying the functor Map(BQ;�)
to a pull-back diagram and is therefore itself a pull-back diagram. This shows that
homotopy �bres of all vertical arrows homotopy equivalent and �nishes the proof. �

Lemma B.3. Let G be a compact Lie group such that �0(G) is a �nite p-group. Let
(Q; �) be a p-compact toral subgroup of G^

p , which is either �nite or radical in BG^
p .

Then there exists a p-toral subgroup P � G and a mod-p equivalence h : BP ! BQ
such that the diagram

BP
B�P

! BG

BQ

h
#

�
! BG^

p

#

commutes up to homotopy, where P
�P
! G is the inclusion.

Proof. If Q is a �nite p-group, then Map(BQ;BG^
p ) ' Map(BQ;BG)^p (see for instance

[BL, Proposition 2.1]. In particular both sides have the same path components, and

the components in the right hand side are given by Rep(Q;G)
def
= Hom(Q;G)= �,

where the equivalence relation is given by conjugation in G. Thus let Q
'
! G be

a homomorphism, such that B' ' �, let P
def
= Im', and let BP

h
! BQ the map

induced by the inverse of ' (considered as a map Q! P ). Then the statement holds
for P and h.

Let G be a compact Lie group with �0(G) a �nite p-group. Let Op(G) denote the

maximal normal p-toral subgroup of G, and let G denote the quotient group G=Op(G).
(Notice that Op(G) exists, since it can be taken to be the intersection of all Sylow

subgroups of G) Then G contains no normal p-toral subgroup, and in particular its
center contains no such subgroup. On the other hand, since Z( �G) is an abelian compact
Lie group, it is isomorphic to a product of a torus and a �nite abelian group. Hence,

Z(G) is a �nite group of order prime to p. Notice also that �0(G) is a �nite p-group,

since G is a quotient group of G. Thus G^
p is a p-compact group, and since Z(G) is a

�nite group of order prime to p, G^
p is centerfree. By Proposition 4.2, there is a 1{1

correspondence between isomorphism classes of p-compact toral radical subgroups of
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G^
p and those of G^

p (considered as objects of the orbit category in both cases). Hence,
it su�ces to prove the claim for compact Lie groups whose center is a �nite group of
order prime to p.

The claim is obvious if G is p-toral, since the only radical subgroup of G^
p in that case

is G^
p itself. The proof now proceeds by induction on the order. Let G be an arbitrary

compact Lie group, such that �0(G) is a �nite p-group. Assume the lemma holds for
all compact Lie groups H, satisfying the same condition, and such that jHj � jGj. We
must show that it holds for G.

By the discussion above, we may assume that Z(G) is �nite of order prime to p.
Thus G^

p is a centerfree p-compact group. Let Q �� G
^
p be a radical p-compact toral

subgroup, and let E(Q) be the maximal central elementary abelian subgroup in Q.
Since E(Q) is a �nite p-group, we may assume by the discussion above that E(Q) is a
p-subgroup of G. Since

CG(E(Q))
^
p ' 
(Map(BE(Q); BG)inc)

^
p ' 
(Map(BE(Q); BG^

p )inc) = CG^
p
(E(Q));

and since Q � G^
p (E(Q)) is radical there by Lemma 3.11, it su�ces to prove the claim

for CG(E(Q)). But since Z(G) is �nite of order prime to p, jCG(E(Q))j � jGj and the
claim follows from the induction hypothesis. �

Proof of Proposition B.1. Fix a compact Lie group G with �0(G) a �nite p-group. For
radical p-toral subgroups Q;Q0 � G, the �xed point set (G=Q0)Q is �nite or empty.
Hence there are homotopy equivalences

(G=Q0)Q ' (G=Q0)Q^p ' ((G=Q0)^p )
h(Q^

p );

where the second equivalence follows from Lemma B.2. This shows that Q � G is
radical if and only if Q^

p � G^
p is radical, and so the functor 'G takes values in the

category Or(G^
p ). Furthermore, since the morphisms in the respective categories are

the path components of the left and right hand sides of the spaces in the equation above,
'G induces an isomorphism on morphism sets. It is also clear that 'G is an injection
on isomorphism classes of objects, and by Lemma B.3, it is also an epimorphism on the
isomorphism classes of objects. Thus 'G is an equivalence of categories as stated. �

We end this appendix with the observation that Lemma B.3 (and hence our argument
in the proof of Lemma B.1) fails if one does not require that the subgroup Q �� G

^
p is

either �nite or radical.

Remark B.4. LetG
def
= S1�S1, let �; � 2 Z^p be units, and let f : (BS

1)^p ! BG^
p be

a map induced by the monomorphism Z^p
(�;�)
! Z^p �Z

^
p , sending 1 to (�; �). If Lemma

B.3 held with respect to this setup, it would mean that there is a map g : BS1 ! BG
and a mod-p equivalence h : BS1 ! (BS1)^p , such that g^p ' f � h^p . But g must

be induced by a monomorphism Z
(a;b)
! Z � Z, sending 1 to the pair (a; b) for some

integers a; b, whereas h is induced by multiplication by some p-adic unit u. An easy
calculation now shows that �

�
= a

b
, and since the right hand side is a rational number,

there are clearly choices of � and �, where this equation cannot hold. Thus the lemma
fails in this case.
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